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Induction as a Search Procedure
Abstract
This chapter introduces Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) from the perspective of search
algorithms in Computer Science. It first briefly considers the Version Spaces approach to in-
duction, and then focuses on Inductive Logic Programming: from its formal definition and
main techniques and strategies, to priors used to restrict the search space and optimized se-
quential, parallel, and stochastic algorithms. The authors hope that this presentation of the
theory and applications of Inductive Logic Programming will help the reader understand the
theoretical underpinnings of ILP, and also provide a helpful overview of the State-of-the-Art
in the domain.
1 INTRODUCTION
Induction is a very important operation in the process of scientific discovery, which has been
studied from different perspectives in different disciplines. Induction, or inductive logic, is the
process of forming conclusions that reach beyond the data (facts and rules), i.e., beyond the current
boundaries of knowledge. At the core of inductive thinking is the ‘inductive leap’, the stretch of
imagination that draws a reasonable inference from the available information. Therefore, inductive
conclusions are only probable, they may turn out to be false or improbable when given more data.
In this chapter we address the study of induction from an Artificial Intelligence (AI) perspec-
tive and, more specifically, from a Machine Learning perspective, which aims at automating the
inductive inference process. As is often the case in AI, this translates to mapping the ‘inductive
leap’ onto a search procedure. Search, therefore, becomes a central element of the automation of
the inductive inference process.
We consider two different approaches to the problem of induction as a search procedure: Ver-
sion Spaces is an informal approach, more in line with traditional Machine Learning approaches;
by contrast, search-based algorithms for Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) rely on a formal def-
inition of the search space. We compare the two approaches under several dimensions, namely,
expressiveness of the hypothesis language underlying the space, completeness of the search, space
traversal techniques, implemented systems and applications thereof.
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Next, the chapter focuses on the issues related to a more principled approach to induction
as a search. Given a formal definition and characterization of the search space, we describe the
main techniques employed for its traversal: strategies and heuristics, priors used to restrict its size,
optimized sequential search algorithms, as well as stochastic and parallel ones.
The theoretical issues presented and exposed are complemented by descriptions of and refer-
ences to implemented and applied systems, as well as real-world application domains where ILP
systems have been successful.
2 A PRAGMATIC APPROACH: VERSION SPACES
This section is structured into three parts. A first part presents a set of definitions and concepts
that lay the foundations for the search procedure into which induction is mapped. In a second part
we mention briefly alternative approaches that have been taken to induction as a search procedure
and finally in a third part we present the version spaces as a general methodology to implement
induction as a search procedure.
2.1 A Historical Road Map
Concept Leaning is a research area of Machine Learning that addresses the automation of the pro-
cess of finding (inducing) a description of a concept (called the ‘target concept’ or hypothesis)
given a set of instances of such concept. Concepts and instances have to be expressed in a con-
cept description language or hypothesis language (L). Given a set of instances of some concept
it is usually a rather difficult problem to (automatically) induce the ‘target concept’. The major
difficulty is that there may be a lot, if not an infinite, number of plausible conjectures (hypotheses)
that are ‘consistent’ with the given instances. Automating the induction process involves the gen-
eration of the candidate concept descriptions (hypotheses), their evaluation, and the choice of ‘the
best one’ according to some criteria. The concept learning problem is often mapped into a search
problem, that looks for a concept description that explains the given instances and lies within the
concept description language.
An important step towards the automation of the learning process is the structuring of the
elements of L in a manner that makes it possible to perform systematic searches, to justifiably
discard some ‘uninteresting’ regions of candidate descriptions, and to have a compact description
of the search space.
For this purpose, Machine Learning borrows from Mathematics the concept of a lattice, a
partially ordered set with the property that all of its non-empty finite subsets have both a supremum
(called join) and an infimum (called meet). A semi-lattice has either only a join or only a meet.
The partial order can be any reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive binary relation. In Machine
Learning a lattice is usually defined as follows:
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Definition 1 A lattice is a partially ordered set in which every pair of elements a, b has a greatest
lower bound (glb, a u b) and least upper bound (lub, a unionsq b).
and the partial ordering is based of the concept of generality, which places clauses along general–
specific axes. Such a partial ordering is called a generalization ordering or a generalization model,
and has the advantage of imposing a structure that is convenient for systematically searching for
general theories and for focusing on parts of the structure that are known to be interesting.
Different generalization models have been proposed in the Concept Learning literature; Mitchell
(1997, p. 24), for example, defines generalization for a domain where instances (x) belong to a do-
main (X) of feature vectors and the target concept is encoded as a boolean-valued function (h):
Definition 2 Let hj and hk be boolean-valued functions defined over X. Then hj is more general
than or equal to hk (we write hj >g hk) if and only if (∀x ∈ X)[hk(x) = 1→ hj(x) = 1].
Another popular definition of generality is based on the logical concept of semantic entailment:
Definition 3 Given two clauses C1 and C2, we shall call C1 more general (more specific) than C2,
and write C1 >g C2 (C1 <g C2), if and only if C1 entails C2 (C2 entails C1).
with various syntactic logical operators suggested for the purpose of inferring entailment. We
shall revisit this point in the context of Inductive Logic Programming in the following section.
This suggestion that induction may be automated by carrying a search through an order space was
independently suggested by Popplestone (1970) and Plotkin (1970).
The search space of the alternative concept descriptions may be traversed using any of the tra-
ditional AI search strategies. In 1970 Winston (1970) describes a concept learning system using
a depth-first search. In Winston’s system one example at a time is analysed and a single concept
description is maintained as the current best hypothesis to describe the target concept. The cur-
rent best hypothesis is tested against a new example and modified to become consistent with the
example while maintaining consistency with all previously seen examples. An alternative search
strategy, breadth-first search, was used in concept learning by Plotkin (1970), Michalski (1973),
Hayes-Roth (1974) and Vere (1975). These algorithms already take advantage of the order in the
search space. Plotkin’s work is revisited in Section 3.4.2 below, as it forms the basis for several
developments in Inductive Logic Programming.
2.2 Introducing Version Spaces
We now focus our attention on a general approach to concept learning, proposed by Mitchell
(1978), called version spaces. A version space is the set of all hypotheses consistent with a set of
training examples. In most applications the number of candidate hypotheses consistent with the
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Candidate-Elimination
Input: Examples (E) – positive (E+) and negative (E−).
Output: The sets G and S.
1. G = set of maximally general hypotheses in H
2. S = set of maximally specific hypotheses in H
3. for all e ∈ E
4. if e ∈ E+ then
5. remove from G any hypothesis inconsistent with e
6. for all s ∈ S
7. if s inconsistent with e then
8. remove s from S
9. add to S all minimal generalisations h of s such that
10. h is consistent with e and ∃g∈G g <g h
11. remove any s ∈ S such that ∃s′∈S s <g s′
12. endif
13. end for all
14. endif
15. else (e ∈ E−)
16. remove from S any hypothesis inconsistent with e
17. for all g ∈ G
18. if g inconsistent with e then
19. remove g from G
20. add to G all minimal specialisations h of g such that
21. h is consistent with e and ∃s∈S h <g s
22. remove any g ∈ G such that ∃g′∈G g′ <g g
23. endif
24. end for all
25. end for all
26. return S and G
Figure 1: The Candidate-Elimination algorithm
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examples is very large or even infinite. It is therefore impractical—or even infeasible—to store
an enumeration of such candidates. The version space uses a compact and elegant representation
of the set of candidate hypotheses. The representation takes advantage of the order imposed over
such hypotheses and stores only the most general and most specific set of descriptions that limit
the version space.
In order to make a more formal presentation of the version spaces approach to concept learning
let us introduce some useful definitions. Assume that the function tg(e) gives the ‘correct’ value
of the target concept for each instance e. A hypothesis h(e) is said to be consistent with a set of
instances (examples) E iff it produces the same value of tg(e) for each example e ∈ E. That is:
Consistent(h,E) ≡ ∀e∈E, h(e) = tg(e) (1)
Examples are of two kinds: positive and negative. Positive examples are instances of the target
concept whereas negative examples are not.
Let hypothesis space H be the set of all hypotheses that are part of hypothesis language L.
Version space V SH,E with respect to hypothesis space H and training set E, is the subset of H
consistent with E.
V SH,E ≡ {h ∈ H|Consistent(h,E)} (2)
Since the set represented by the version space may be very large, a compact and efficient way
of describing such set is needed. To fully characterize the version space Mitchell proposes to
represent the most general and more specific elements, i.e., a version space is represented by the
upper and lower boundaries of the ordered search space. Mitchell proposes also the CANDIDATE-
ELIMINATION algorithm to efficiently traverse the hypothesis space.
In the CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algorithm the boundaries of the version space are the only
elements stored. The upper boundary is calledG, the set of the most general elements of the space,
and the lower boundary S, the set of the most specific hypotheses of the version space.
The upper (more general) boundary G, with respect to hypothesis space H and examples E, is
the set of the maximally general members of H consistent with E.
G ≡ {g ∈ H|Consistent(g, E) ∧ ¬ (∃g′∈H)(g′ >g g) ∧ Consistent(g′, E)} (3)
where>g denotes the ‘more general than’ relation. The lower (more specific) boundary S, with
respect to hypothesis space H and training set E, is the set of maximally specific members of H
consistent with E.
S ≡ {s ∈ H|Consistent(s, E) ∧ ¬ (∃s′∈H)(s >g s′) ∧ Consistent(s′, E)} (4)
The CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algorithm is outlined in Figure 1. The algorithm proceeds in-
crementally, by analysing one example at a time. It starts with the most general setG containing all
hypotheses from L consistent with the first example and with the most specific set S of hypotheses
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training version space
instances S set G set
<meat, yes, yes, yes>
(positive – an eagle)
{<meat, yes, yes, yes>} {< , , , >}
<meat, no, yes, no>
(negative – a wolf)
{<meat, yes, yes, yes>} {< , yes, , >, < , , , yes>}
<seeds, yes, no, yes>
(positive – a dove)
{< , yes, , yes>} {< , yes, , >, < , , , yes>}
<insects, no, no, yes>
(negative — a bet)
{< , yes, , yes>} {< , yes, , >}
<seeds, yes, no, no>
(positive – an ostrich)
{< , yes, , >} {< , yes, , >}
Figure 2: Simple example of the CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algorithm sequence for learning the
concept of bird.
from L consistent with the first example (the set with the first example only). As each new example
is presented, G gets specialized and S generalized, thus reducing the version space they represent.
Positive examples lead to the generalization of S, whenever S is not consistent with a positive
example. Negative examples prevent over-generalization by specializing G, whenever G is incon-
sistent with the a negative example. When specializing elements ofG, only specializations that are
maximally general and generalizations of some element of S are admitted. Symmetrically, when
generalizing elements of S, only generalizations that are maximally specific and specializations of
some element ofG are admitted. When all examples are processed, the hypotheses consistent with
the presented data are the set of hypotheses from L within the G and S boundaries.
Some advantages of the version space approach with the CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algo-
rithm is that partial descriptions of the concepts may be used to classify new instances, and that
each example is examined only once and there is no need for backtracking. The algorithm is
complete, i.e., if there is a hypothesis in L consistent with the data it will be found.
Version spaces and the CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algorithm have been applied to several
problems such as learning regularities in chemical mass spectroscopy (Mitchell, 1978) and control
rules for heuristic search (Mitchell et al., 1983). The algorithm was initially applied to induce
rules for the DENDRAL knowledge-based system that suggested plausible chemical structure of
molecules based on the analysis of information of the molecule chemical mass spectroscope data.
Finally, Mitchell et al. (1983) uses the technique to acquire problem-solving heuristics for the LEX
system in the domain of symbolic integration.
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2.3 A Simple Example
The technique of version spaces is independent of the hypothesis representation language. Ac-
cording to the application, the hypothesis language used may be as simple as an attribute-value
language or as powerful as First Order Logic. For illustrative purposes only (proof-of-concept) we
present a very simple example using an attribute-value hypothesis language. We show an exam-
ple of the CANDIDATE-ELIMINATION algorithm to induce a concept of a bird using five training
examples of animals.
The hypothesis language will be the set of 4-tuples encoding the attributes eats, has feathers,
has claws and flies. The domains of such attributes are: eats={meat, seeds, insects}, has feath-
ers={yes, no}, has claws={yes, no} and flies={yes, no}. The representation of an animal that eats
meat, has feathers, does not have claws and flies is the 4-tuple: <meat, yes, no, yes>. We use the
symbol _ (underscore) to indicate that any value is acceptable. We say that a hypothesis h1 matches
an example if every feature value of the example is either equal for the corresponding value in h1 or
h1 has the symbol “_” for that feature (meaning “any value” is acceptable). Let us consider that a
hypothesis h1 is more general than hypothesis h2 if h1 matches all the instances that h2 matches but
the reverse is not true. Figure 2 shows the sequence of values of the sets S and G after the analysis
of five examples, one at a time. The first example is a positive example, an eagle (<meat, yes, yes,
yes>), and is used to initialize the S set. The G set is initialized with the most general hypothesis
of the language, the hypothesis that matches all the examples: <_, _, _, _>. The second example is
negative and is a description of a wolf (<meat, no, yes, no>). The second example is not matched
by the element of S and therefore S is unchanged. However the hypothesis in the G set covers the
negative example and has to be minimally specialized. Minimal specializations of <_, _, _, _>
that avoid covering the working example are: <seed, _, _, _>, <insects, _, _, _>, <_, yes, _, _>,
<_, _, no, _>, <_, _, _, yes>. Among these five specializations only the third and the fifth are
retained since they are the only ones that cover the element of S. Analysing the third example (a
dove – a positive example) leads the algorithm to minimally generalize the element of S since it
does not cover that positive example. The minimal generalization of S’s hypothesis is <_, yes, _,
yes> that covers all seen positive and is a specialization of at least one hypothesis in G. The forth
example is negative and is a description of a bet (<insects, no, no, yes>). This examples forces a
specialization of G. Finally the last example is a positive one (an ostrich – <seeds, yes, no, no>)
that results in a minimal generalization of S. The final version space (delimited by the final S and
G) defines bird as any animal that has a beak.
3 INDUCTIVE LOGIC PROGRAMMING THEORY
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is the Machine Learning discipline that deals with the induc-
tion of First-Order Predicate Logic programs. Related research appears as early as the late 1960’s,
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but it is only in the early 1990’s that ILP research starts making rapid advances and the term itself
was coined.1
In this section we first present a formal setting for Inductive Logic Programming and highlight
the mapping of this theoretical setting into a search procedure. The formal definitions of the
elements of the search and the inter-dependencies between these elements are explained, while at
same time the concrete systems that implement them are presented.
It should be noted at this point that we focus on the, so to speak, mainstream line of ILP
research, that most directly relates to ILP’s original inception and formulation. And that, even
within this scope, it is not possible to describe in depth all ILP systems and variations, so some
will only receive a passing reference. With respect to systems, in particular, we generally present
in more detail systems were a concept or technique was originally introduced, and try to make
reference to as many subsequent implementations as possible.
3.1 The Task of ILP
Inductive Logic Programming systems generalize from individual instances in the presence of
background knowledge, conjecturing patterns about yet unseen data. Inductive Logic Program-
ming, therefore, deals with learning concepts given some background knowledge and examples 2.
Both examples, background knowledge and the newly learnt concepts are represented as logic
programs.
Given this common ground, the learning process in ILP can be approached in two different
ways. In descriptive induction one aims at at describing regularities or patterns in the data. In
predictive induction one aims at learning theories that solve classification/prediction tasks.
More precisely, let us assume there is some background knowledge B, some examples E, and
a hypothesis language L. We define background knowledge to be a set of axioms about the current
task that are independent of specific examples. We define the set of examples, or instances, or
observations as the data we want to generalize from. Often, but not always, examples are divided
into positive examples, or E+, and negative examples, or E−, such that E = E+ ∪ E−.
The task of descriptive ILP is finding a theory that explains the examples in the presence of the
background. More formally, descriptive ILP is defined as follows:
Definition 4 Given background knowledge B, examples E, and hypothesis language L,
if the following prior condition holds:
(Prior Necessity) B does not explain E
then the task of descriptive ILP is to find a maximally specific hypothesis H ∈ L, such that:
(Posterior Sufficiency) H explains B ∧ E
if such a hypothesis exists.
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Definition 5 Given background knowledge B, positive training data E+, negative training data
E−, and hypothesis language L,
if the following prior conditions hold:
(Prior Satisfiability) B does not explain E−
(Prior Necessity) B does not explain E+
then the task of predictive ILP is to find a hypothesis H ∈ L with the following properties:
(Posterior Satisfiability) B ∧H does not explain E−
(Posterior Sufficiency) B ∧H explains E+
if such a hypothesis exists.
Informally, this definition states that first of all the negative data must be consistent with the
background, since otherwise no consistent hypothesis can ever be constructed; and that a hypoth-
esis must be necessary because the background is not a viable hypothesis on its own. Given that,
predictive ILP augments existing (background) knowledge with a hypothesis, so that the combined
result covers (predicts) the data.
3.1.1 Explanation Semantics
At the core of the ILP task definition is the concept of explaining observations by hypothesis, or,
in other words, of hypotheses being models or explanations. There are two major explanation
semantics for ILP, which substantiate this concept in different ways: learning from interpretations
and learning from entailment.
Under learning from interpretations, a logic program covers a set of ground atoms which is a
Herbrand interpretation of the program, if the set is a model of the program. That is, the interpre-
tation is a valid grounding of the program’s variables. Under learning from entailment, a program
covers a set of ground atoms, if the program entails the ground atoms, that is, if the ground atoms
are included in all models of the program. As De Raedt (1997) notes, learning from interpretations
reduces to learning from entailment. This means that learning from entailment is a stronger expla-
nation model, and solutions found by learning from interpretations can also be found by learning
from entailment, but not vice versa.
From a practical point of view, in learning from interpretations each example is a separate
Prolog program, consisting of multiple ground facts representing known properties of the example.
A hypothesis covers the example when the latter is a model of the former, i.e., the example provides
a valid grounding for the hypothesis. In learning from entailment, on the other hand, each example
is a single fact. A hypothesis covers the example when the hypothesis entails the example.
A third explanation semantics that has been proposed is learning from satisfiability (De Raedt
& Dehaspe, 1997), where examples and hypotheses are both logic programs, and a hypothesis
covers an example if the conjunction of the hypothesis and the example is satisfiable. Learning
from satisfiability is stronger than both learning from entailment and learning from interpretations.
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3.1.2 ILP Settings
A setting of ILP is a complete specification of the task and the explanation semantics, optionally
complemented with further restrictions on the hypothesis language and the examples representa-
tion.
Although in theory all combinations are possible, descriptive ILP is most suitable to learning
from interpretations, since under this semantics, the data is organized in a way that is convenient for
tackling the descriptive ILP task. Symmetrically, predictive ILP typically operates under learning
from entailment semantics. In fact, this coupling is so strong, that almost all ILP systems operate
in either the non-monotonic or the normal setting.
In the non-monotonic setting (De Raedt, 1997), descriptive ILP operates under learning from
interpretations. The non-monotonic setting has been successfully applied to several problems,
including learning association rules (Dehaspe & Toironen, 2000) and subgroup discovery (Wrobel,
1997). To perform subgroup discovery, the notion of explanation is relaxed to admit hypotheses
that satisfy ‘softer’ acceptance criteria like, for example, similarity or associativity.
An interesting line of research is pursued by Blockeel & De Raedt (1998) who break the cou-
pling we just described and propose TILDE, and ILP system that tackles the predictive ILP task
under learning from interpretations. TILDE is used to induce logical decision trees, the first-order
counter-part of decision trees.
A more surprising development is the application of ILP methodology to clustering, an un-
supervised task where unlabeled examples are organized to clusters of examples with similar
attributes. The underlying idea is based on Langley’s (1996) view of decision trees as concept-
hierarchies inducers where each node of the tree is associated with a concept. For this task,
De Raedt & Blockeel (1997) build upon TILDE to propose C 0.5, a first-order clustering sys-
tem that instead of class information to guide the search, borrows the concept of distance metrics
from instance based learning.
In the normal setting (Muggleton, 1991), also called explanatory ILP or strong ILP, predictive
ILP operates under learning from entailment semantics. Most ILP systems operate in this setting,
or rather a specialization of the normal setting called the example setting of the definite seman-
tics (Muggleton & De Raedt, 1994). This setting imposes the restrictions that the examples are
ground instances of the target and the background and hypothesis are formulated as definite clause
programs. As noted by Muggleton & De Raedt (ibid., Section 3.1, pp. 635–6), the restriction to
definite semantics greatly simplifies the ILP task, since for every definite program T there is a
modelM+(T ) (its minimal Herbrand model) in which all formulae are decidable and the Closed
World Assumption holds. In this example, definite setting, the task of normal ILP is defined as
follows:
Definition 6 Given background knowledge B, positive training data E+, and negative training
data E−, a definite ILP algorithm operating within the example setting constructs a hypothesis H
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Sofia
Fernanda
Jose ArcadioRenataBabilonia
Mauricio
Aureliano
Babilonia
Jose Arcadio
Buendia
Remedios Aureliano II
Amaranta
Jose Arcadio II
Figure 3: Family
with the following properties:
(Prior Satisfiability) All e ∈ E− are false inM+(B)
(Prior Necessity) Some e ∈ E+ are false inM+(B)
(Posterior Satisfiability) All e ∈ E− are false inM+(B ∧H)
(Posterior Sufficiency) All e ∈ E+ are true inM+(B ∧H)
3.1.3 A Simple Example
To make the difference between ILP settings more concrete, let us consider as an example the task
of learning the grandfather relation based on the family shown in Figure 3.
In the definite setting, the background theory includes abstract definitions as well as ground
facts. Abstract definitions provide potentially useful background predicates (like ‘father’ and ‘sib-
ling’ in our example) that represent general prior knowledge about family relations. Ground facts
(like parent(jArcadioBD,remedios) in our example) substantiate the basic predicates that are the
‘primitives’ from which more complex relations are built, and represent concrete knowledge about
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this particular family:
B =

father(X, Y )← parent(X, Y ) ∧male(X)
sibling(X, Y )← parent(Z,X) ∧ parent(Z, Y ) ∧X 6= Y
male(jArcadioBD) female(remedios)
male(aurelianoII) female(renata)
parent(jArcadioBD, remedios)
parent(sofia, remedios)

(5)
We only show a fragment of the full background knowledge here, but the learning task needs that
all relevant information in Figure 3 is included. Next, an ILP algorithm will receive the following
examples:
E+ = {grandfather(jArcadioBD, jArcadio), grandfather(jArcadioBD, renata),
grandfather(aurelianoII, aureliano)}
E− = {grandfather(sofia, jArcadio), grandfather(aurelianoII, renata)}
(6)
and construct a hypothesis regarding the intensional definition of the grandfather/2 predicate, so
that it covers the positives without covering any of the negatives. Ideally, the learnt definition
should generalize to unseen examples such as grandfather(jArcadioBD,amaranta).
In the non-monotonic setting, on the other hand, examples are organized as sets of ground
terms, describing an object and the relations that it, or its sub-objects, take part in. Since we are
interested in constructing the grandfather predicate, our objects are relationships between individ-
uals, called keys:
E+1 =

key(jArcadioBD, jArcadio)
male(jArcadioBD) male(jArcadio)
parent(jArcadioBD, remedios) parent(jArcadioBD, jArcadioII)
parent(jArcadioBD, aurelianoII) parent(aurelianoII, jArcadio)
 (7)
E+2 =

key(jArcadioBD, renata)
male(jArcadioBD) female(renata)
parent(jArcadioBD, remedios) parent(jArcadioBD, jArcadioII)
parent(jArcadioBD, aurelianoII) parent(renata, aureliano)
parent(aurelianoII, renata)

(8)
E−1 =

key(sofia, renata)
female(sofia) female(renata)
parent(sofia, remedios) parent(sofia, jArcadioII)
parent(sofia, aurelianoII)
 (9)
Each example contains facts related to two individuals. Note that facts may be repeated across
examples: e.g., the first two examples share facts about jArcadioBD. From these examples an
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ILP algorithm will construct a hypothesis such that interpretations E+1 and E
+
2 are models for it,
whereas E−1 is not.
Note, however, that in our example the generation that is the ‘link’ between grandfathers
and grandchildren is present in the examples, since the members of this intermediate genera-
tion are connected to the terms in the key via the parent/2 predicate. Imagine, however, that we
were trying to to formulate a hypothesis about a more general ancestor/2 predicate, by including
key(jArcadioBD, aureliano) as a positive example. The properties of the key’s arguments fail
to include the two intermediate generations necessary to make the link between jArcadioBD and
aureliano.
This demonstrates the limitations of the non-monotonic setting when the data exhibits long-
distance dependencies: the locality assumption under which learning from interpretations operates,
keeps such long-distance dependencies from being present in the examples.
3.2 Setting up the Search
As mentioned earlier, the definition of the task of ILP is agnostic as to how to search for good
hypotheses and even as to how to verify entailment.3 Leaving aside the issue of mechanizing en-
tailment for the moment, we discuss first how to choose candidate hypotheses among the members
of the hypothesis language.
The simplest, naïve way to traverse this space of possible hypotheses would be to use a
generate-and-test algorithm that first, lexicographically enumerates all possible hypotheses, and
second, evaluates each hypothesis’ quality. This approach is impractical for any non-trivial prob-
lem, due the large (possibly infinite) size of the hypothesis space. Instead, inductive machine learn-
ing systems (both propositional rule learning systems as well as first-order ILP systems) structure
the search space in order to allow for the application of well-tested and established AI search
techniques and optimizations. This structure must be such that, first, it accommodates a heuristics-
driven search that reaches promising candidates as directly as possible; and, second, it allows for
uninteresting sub-spaces to be efficiently pruned without having to wade through them.
3.2.1 Sequential Cover
Predictive ILP systems typically take advantage of the fact that the hypotheses are logic programs
and therefore sets of clauses to use a strategy called sequential cover or cover removal, a greedy
separate-and-conquer strategy that breaks the problem of learning a set of clauses into iterations of
the problem of learning a single clause.
The iterative algorithm relies on a pool of active examples, that is, of examples which have not
been covered yet. Initially, the pool is set to all the positive examples. Each iteration first calls a
lower-level algorithm to search for a single clause of the target predicate. After finding a clause,
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covering(E)
Input: Positive and negative examples E+, E−.
Output: A set of consistent rules.
1. Rules Learned = ∅
2. while E+ 6= ∅ do
3. R = LearnOneRule(E,START RULE)
4. Rules Learned = Rules Learned ∪R
5. E+ = E+ \Coverage(R,E+)
6. end while
7. return Rules Learned
Figure 4: The Sequential Cover strategy. The LearnOneRule() procedure returns the best rule
found that explains a subset of the positive examples E+. Coverage() returns the subset of E+
covered by R.
all positive examples that are covered by the clause are removed from the pool, so that the next
iteration is guaranteed to find a different clause. Note that in this algorithm, as iterations proceed,
clauses are evaluated on how well they cover the active examples, not the total set of positive
examples. The process continues until all the examples are covered or some other termination
criterion is met, e.g., a constraint on execution time or the maximum number of clauses. This
procedure is also shown in Figure 4.
Most predictive ILP systems use some variant of this general strategy, and implement a variety
of different algorithms to perform the clausal search that identifies the best clause to append to the
theory at each iteration (step 4 in Figure 4).
3.2.2 Clause Generalization Search
In ILP, the search for individual rules is simplified by structuring the rule search space as a lattice or
a semi-lattice, where a generality partial order is semantically defined using the concept of logical
entailment, in the same way that we have discussed in the context of Version Spaces in the previous
section.
Again, various generalization models have been proposed in the ILP literature, each based on
different inference mechanisms for inferring entailment. Each of these defines a different traversal
operator which maps conjunctions of clauses into generalizations (or, depending on the direction
of the search, specializations) thereof.
Based on the above, the the LearnOneRule() procedure of Figure 4 works as shown in Figure 5,
performing a lattice search by recursively transforming an initial clause into a series of hypotheses.
The initial clause is one of the extremities of the lattice, and the search is either open-ended (for
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learnOneRule( E, R0 )
Input: Examples E, used for evaluation. Initial rule R0.
Output: A rule R.
1. BestRule = R = R0
2. while stopping criteria not satisfied do
3. NewRules = RefineRule(R)
4. GoodRules = PickRules(E,NewRules)
5. for r ∈ GoodRules
6. NewR = LearnOneRule(E, r)
7. if NewR better than BestRule
8. BestRule = NewR
9. endif
10. end for
11. end while
12. return BestRule
Figure 5: A procedure which returns the best rule found that explains a subset of the positive exam-
ples in E. The starting point of the search R0 is one of the extremities of the lattice, RefineRule()
is the lattice traversal operator, and PickRules() combines the search strategy, the heuristics, and
prior constraints of valid rules to generate an ordered subset of the NewRules set.
semi-lattices) or bound by the other extremity.
Regarding the extremities of the lattice, the maximally general clause (the top clause) of the
generalization lattice is , the empty clause. The construction of the maximally specific clause
varies with different ILP algorithms and generalization models, and can be saturation or least
general generalization, or simply a ground example. Which one of the maximally general and the
maximally specific assumes the rôle of the join and which of the meet depends on the direction of
the search along the general–specific dimension.
3.2.3 The Elements of the Search
We have identified the elements of the ILP search lattice, the mathematical construct that defines
a search problem equivalent to the ILP task, as logically formulated before. With these elements
in place, we can proceed to apply a lattice search strategy, a methodology for traversing the search
space looking for a solution. Search strategies are typically driven not only by the shape of the
search space, but also by a heuristics, which evaluates each node of the lattice and estimates its
‘distance’ from a solution.
To recapitulate, in order to perform an ILP run, the following elements must be substantiated:
• The hypothesis language, which is the set of eligible hypothesis clauses. The elements of
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this set are also the elements that form the lattice.
• A traversal operator that in-order visits the search space, following either the general-to-
specific or the specific-to-general direction.
• the top and bottom clause, the extremities of the lattice. The top clause is the empty-bodied
clause that accepts all examples, and the bottom clause is a maximally specific clause that
accepts a single examples. The bottom clause is constructed by a process called saturation.
• The search strategy applied to the lattice defined by the three elements above.
• The heuristics that drive the search, an estimator of a node’s ‘distance’ from a solution. Due
to the monotonic nature of the definite programs, this distance can be reasonably estimated
by an evaluation function that assigns a value to each clause related to its ‘quality’ as a
solution.
We now proceed to describe how various ILP algorithms and systems realize these five ele-
ments, and show the impact of each design decision on the system’s performance. The focus will
be on the clause-level search performed by sequential-cover predictive ILP systems, but it should
be noted that the same general methodology is followed by theory-level predictive ILP and (to a
lesser extend) descriptive ILP algorithms as well.
3.3 Hypothesis Language
One of the strongest, and most widely advertised, points in favour of ILP is the usage of prior
knowledge to specify the hypothesis language within which the search for a solution is to be con-
tained. ILP systems offer a variety of tools for specifying the exact boundaries of the search space,
which modify the space defined by the background theory, the clausal theory that represents the
concrete facts and the abstract, first-order generalizations that are known to hold in the domain of
application.
In more practical terms, the background predicates, the predicates defined in the background
theory, are the building blocks from which hypothesis clauses are constructed. The background
predicates should, therefore, represent all the relevant facts known about the domain of the concept
being learnt; the ILP algorithm’s task is to sort though them and identify the ones that, connected
in an appropriate manner, encode the target concept. Even ILP algorithms that go one step further
and revise the background theory (cf. Section 3.8.2 below), rely on the original background to use
as a starting point.
Prior knowledge in ILP is not, however, restricted to the set of predefined concepts available
to the ILP algorithm, but extends to include a set of syntactic and semantic restrictions imposed
on the set of admissible clauses, effectively restricting the search space. Such restrictions cannot
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be encoded in the background theory program of Definitions 5 and 5, but ILP systems provide
external mechanisms in order to enforce them.4 These mechanisms should be thought of as filters
that reject or accept clauses—and, in some cases, whole areas of the search space—based on
syntactic or semantic pre-conditions.
3.3.1 Hypothesis Checking
As explained before, managing the ILP search space often depends on having filters that reject
uninteresting clauses. The simplest, but crudest approach, is to include or omit background predi-
cates. By contract, some ILP systems, e.g., ALEPH (Srinivasan, 2004), allow users to build them-
selves filters that verify whether the clause is eligible for consideration or whether it should be
immediately dropped. Such a hypothesis checking mechanism allows the finest level of control
over the hypothesis language, but is highly demanding on the user and should be complemented
with tools or mechanisms that facilitate the user’s task.
Hypothesis checking mechanisms can be seen as a way to bias the search language, and
therefore usually known as the bias language. One very powerful such example are declarative
languages such as antecedent description grammars, definite-clause grammars that describe ac-
ceptable clauses (Cohen, 1994; Jorge & Brazdil, 1995), or the DLAB language of clause tem-
plates (Dehaspe & De Raedt, 1996) used in CLAUDIEN (De Raedt & Dehaspe, 1996), one of the
earliest descriptive ILP systems. As Cohen notes, however, such grammars may become very
large and cumbersome to formulate and maintain; newer implementations of the CLAUDIEN al-
gorithm (CLASSICCL, Stolle et al. 2005) also abandon DLAB and replace it with type and mode
declarations (see below).
Finally, note that hypothesis checking mechanisms can verify a variety of parameters, both
syntactic and semantic. As an example of semantic parameter, it is common for ILP systems to
discard clauses with very low coverage, as such clauses often do not generalize well.
3.3.2 Determinacy
A further means of controlling the hypothesis language is through the concept of determinacy,
introduced in this context by Muggleton & Feng (1990). Determinacy is a property of the variables
of a clause and, in a way, specifies how ‘far’ they are from being bound to ground terms: a variable
in a term is j-determinate if there are up to j variables in the same term. Furthermore, a variable
is ij-determinate if it is j-determinate and its depth is up to i. A clause is ij-determinate is all the
variables appearing in the clause are ij-determinate.
The depth of a variable appearing in a clause is recursively defined as follows :
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Definition 7 For clause C and variable v appearing in C, the depth of v, d(v), is
d(v) =
{
0 if v is in the head of C
1 + minw∈var(C,v) d(w) otherwise
where var(C, v) are all the variables appearing in those atoms of the body of C where v also
appears.
The intuition behind this definition is that depth increases by 1 each time a body literal is needed
to ‘link’ two variables, so that a variable’s depth is the number of such links in the ‘chain’ of
body literals that connects the variable with a variable of the head.5 Simply requiring that the
hypothesis language only include determinate clause, i.e., clauses with arbitrarily large but finite
determinacy parameters, has a dramatic effect in difficulty of the definite ILP task, as it renders
definite hypotheses PAC-learnable (De Raedt & Džeroski, 1994). Naturally, specifying smaller
values for the determinacy parameters tightens the boundaries of the search space. Consider, for
example, the following clause as a possible solution for our grandfather-learning example:
C = grandfather(X, Y )← father(X,U)∧ father(U, V )∧mother(W,V )∧mother(W,Y ) (10)
This clause perfectly classifies the instances of our example (Figure 3) and is 2, 2-determinate.6
Although this clause satisfies the posterior requirements for a hypothesis, a domain expert might
have very good reasons to believe that the grandfather relation is a more direct one, and that solu-
tions should be restricted to 1, 2-determinate clauses. Imposing this prior requirement would force
a learning algorithm to reject clause C (Eq. 10) as a hypothesis and formulate a more direct one,
for example:
D = grandfather(X, Y )← father(X,U) ∧ parent(U, Y ) (11)
3.3.3 Type and Mode Declarations
Type and mode declarations are further bias mechanisms that provide ILP algorithms with prior
information regarding the semantic properties of the background predicates as well as the target
concept. Type and mode declarations were introduced in PROGOL (Muggleton, 1995) and have
since appeared in many modern ILP systems, most notably including the CLASSICCL (Stolle et
al., 2005) re-implementation of CLAUDIEN, where they replace the declarative bias language used
in the original implementation.
Mode declarations state that some literal’s variables must be bound at call time (input,+) or not
(output, −) and thus restrict the ways that literals can combine to form clauses. Mode declaration
also specify the places where constants may appear (constant, #). For example, with the following
mode declarations in the background:
B =

mode(grandfather(+,−))
mode(father(+,+))
mode(parent(+,+))
 (12)
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clause D (Eq. 11) can not be formulated, as variable Y cannot be bound in the parent/2 literal if it
is unbound in the head. The desired ‘chain’ effect of input/output variables may be achieved with
the following background:
B =

mode(grandfather(+,−))
mode(father(+,−))
mode(parent(+,−))
 (13)
achieves the desired ‘chain’ effect of input/output variables: X is bound in the head, so that father/2
can be applied to bind the unbound variable U , which in its turn can serve as input to parent/2.
Modes are usually combined with recall bounds that restrict the number of possible instantiations
of a literal’s variables for each mode of application:
B =

mode(1, grandfather(+,+)) ∨mode(2, grandfather(+,−))
mode(1, father(+,+)) ∨mode(3, father(+,−))
mode(1, parent(+,+)) ∨mode(3, parent(+,−))
mode(1, female(+)) ∨mode(5, female(−))
 (14)
This background restricts the second mode of grandfather/2 to two possible instantiations, so that
hypothesisD (Eq. 11) becomes unattainable and a different solution has to be identified. Consider,
for example:
E = grandfather(X,Y )← father(X,U) ∧ parent(U, Y ) ∧ female(Y ) (15)
Clause E focuses on grandfathers of grand-daughters, and so satisfies the requirements of Eq. 14.
Finally, mode declarations are extended with a rudimentary type system, such that different
modes apply to different instances. To demonstrate, the following background knowledge:
B =

mode(2, grandfather(+M,−M)) ∨mode(2, grandfather(+F,−F ))
mode(2, father(+M,−M)) ∨mode(2, father(+M,−F ))
mode(2, parent(+M,−M)) ∨mode(2, parent(+M,−F ))
∨mode(2, parent(+F,−M)) ∨mode(2, parent(+F,−F ))
mode(1, female(+F )) ∨mode(5, female(−F ))
mode(1,male(+M)) ∨mode(5,male(−M))

(16)
admits hypotheses like D (Eq. 11) which cover up to two grandchildren of each gender. Note,
however, that types in ILP systems are most often flat tags; they do not support the supertype–
subtype hierarchy that is so fundamental to modern type systems. As a result, it is not, for example,
possible to express the fact that that although the parent/2 predicate can be instantiated for up to
2 children of each gender, it can be instantiated for up to 3 children of either gender, as this would
require the definition of a person supertype for theM and F types.
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3.4 Hypothesis Space Traversal
As already seen above, the elements of the hypothesis language are organized in a lattice by a
partial-ordering operator. In theory, it would suffice to have an operator that simply evaluates the
relation between two given clause as ‘more general than’, ‘less general than’, or neither. This
would, however, be impractical since it would require that the whole search space is generated and
the relationship between all pairs of search nodes is evaluated before the search starts.
Instead, ILP systems use generative operators which map a given clause into a set of clauses
that succeed the original clause according to the partial ordering.7 Using such a traversal operator
only the fragment of the search space that is actually visited is generated as the search proceeds.
There are three main desiderata for the traversal operator:
• it should only generate clauses that are in the search space,
• it should generate all the clauses that are in the search space,
• it should be efficient and generate the most interesting candidate hypotheses first.
Satisfying these points does not only involve the traversal operator, but also its interaction with the
other elements of the search. Prior knowledge, in particular, defines the hypothesis language and
thus the elements of the search space and operates on the assumption of a monotonic entailment
structure of the search space: whenever C <g D, it must be that C  D (Definition 3). This places
the requirement that the traversal operator is a syntactic inference operator that mechanizes the
process of validating semantic entailment. Deductive inference operators that deduce D from C
only when C  D are called sound and those that deduceD from C for all C,D where C  D are
called complete.
A variety of sound first-order deductive inference operators have been proposed in the logic
programming literature, each with their own advantages and limitations with respect to complete-
ness and efficiency. ILP borrows the deductive operators from the logic programming commu-
nity for searching in the general-to-specific direction and derives their inductive inversions for the
specific-to-general direction.
3.4.1 Subsumption
The earliest approaches to first-order induction were based on θ-subsumption (Plotkin, 1970), a
sound deductive operator which deduces clause B from clause A if the antecedents of A are a
subset of the antecedents of B, up to variable substitution:
Definition 8 If there is a substitution θ such that Aθ ⊆ B, then A θ-subsumes B (A  B).
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So, for example, given the clauses C and D:
C = mother(X, Y )← parent(X, Y ) ∧ female(X)
D = mother(sofia, Y )← parent(sofia, Y ) ∧ female(sofia) ∧ female(Y ) (17)
it is the case that C  D, since Cθ ⊆ D for θ = {X/sofia}. And, indeed, it is also the case that C
entails D since the mothers of daughters are a subset of mothers of children of either gender.
In practice, θ-subsumption is a purely syntactic operator: using θ-subsumption to make a clause
more specific amounts to either adding a literal or binding a variable in a literal to a term. Inversely,
generalization is done by dropping literals, replacing ground terms with variables, or introducing
a new variable in the place of an existing one that occurs more than once in the same literal. When
searching in either direction (specific-to-general or general-to-specific) between a (typically very
specific) clause {H,¬B1,¬B2, . . . ,¬Bn} and the most general clause {H} (where H contains no
ground terms and all variables are different), the search space is confined within the power-set of
{¬Bi}
The FOIL algorithm (Quinlan, 1990) uses θ-subsumption to perform open-ended search. FOIL
is the natural extension of the propositional rule-learning system CN2 (Clark & Niblett, 1989) to
first order: it employs the same open-ended search strategy starting with an empty-bodied top
clause and specializing it by adding literals. FOIL searches using a best-first strategy, where each
step consists of adding all possible literals to the current clause, evaluating their quality, and then
advancing to the next ‘layer’ of literals once the best clause at the current clause length has been
identified. The list of candidate-literals at each layer consists of all background predicates with
all possible arguments according to the current language, that is, new variables, variables already
appearing in the body so far, and all constants and function symbols. FOIL allows some bias to
constraint the search space. First, each new literal must have have at least one variable that already
appears in the current clause. Second, FOIL supports a simple type system that restricts the number
of constants, functions and variables that can be placed as arguments.
3.4.2 Relative Least General Generalization
The direct approach of performing an open-ended θ-subsumption can generate search spaces with
a very high branching factor. The problem is that whenever we expand a clause with a new literal
we need to consider every literal allowed by the language, that is, every literal in the language for
which we have input variables bound. This is especially problematic if the new literal can have
constants as arguments: in this case, we always need to consider every constant in the (typed)
language when we expand a clause with a literal.
In order to achieve more informed search-coming, Muggleton & Feng (1990) introduced the
concept of the bottom clause, the minimal generalization of a set of clauses. The process of achiev-
ing this idea is somewhat involved, but the original idea was based on Plotkin’s (1970) work on
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inductive operators and, more specifically, work on defining the least general generalization (LGG)
of two given terms as the most specific term that θ-subsumes them. Essentially, the LGG inverts
unification by introducing variables that replace ground atoms in the original terms. See, as an
example, the following clauses and their LGG:
E1 = grandfather(jArcadioBD, renata)
E2 = grandfather(jArcadioBD, amaranta)
lgg(E1, E2) = grandfather(jArcadioBD, X)
(18)
LGG generalizes two (or more, by repeated application) terms in the absence of any background
predicates that can be used to restrict the variables introduced. Plotkin (1971a) proceeds to define
the relative least general generalization (RLGG) of a set of terms relative a set of background
terms. RLGG generalizes the set of terms into a single ungrounded term and uses the background
knowledge to restrict the possible bindings of the variables introduced. Plotkin’s original idea was
to induce theories by applying the RLGG to a set of examples relative to the background:
rlgg({Ei} , {Bi}) = grandfather(X, Y )← father(X,Z) ∧ parent(X,Z)∧
parent(Z, Y ) ∧ sibling(U,Z) ∧ female(U)... (19)
where the Ei are the positive examples in Eq. 6 and the Bi are the ground facts and all extensions
of the intensionally defined predicates in Eq. 5. We only show a fragment of the full RLGG here;
the full clause contains all possible ways to relate the argument X with the argument Y , but even
the fragment shown here is already overly specific and—correct as this theory might be according
to the data—a shorter theory can be identified that accurately classifies the examples. In general,
Plotkin (1971a) notes that the RLGG can be very long even for ground clauses, and potentially
infinite when ungrounded clauses are involved, prohibiting its practical application.
Muggleton & Feng (1990) observe that the RLGG of the examples is an accurate but unnec-
essarily specific theory: thus, it should be considered a starting point to be further refined by
searching in the space of clauses that can be found in the θ-subsumption lattice bounded between
the RLGG bottom and an empty-bodied top clause. As a second step, and in order to avoid infi-
nite RLGG bottoms, the hypothesis language is further restricted to ij-determinate definite clauses.
Under the ij-determinacy restriction, the RLGG of a set of ground clauses (examples) relative to a
set of background clauses is unique and finite.
These ideas were originally implemented in GOLEM, an ILP system which alleviates Plotkin’s
problem of unnecessarily specific and long hypotheses while at the same time bounding the search
into clauses that take into account the totality of the background and the examples. This was a
moment of paramount importance in ILP research, as it marked the transition from open-ended
searches in semi-lattices to full-lattice searches; a development which, although by no means suf-
ficient to guarantee termination, at least voided one of the possible causes of non-termination.
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3.4.3 Inverse Resolution
Although θ-subsumption search have been successfully used in the early days of ILP, it has been
known that, as Plotkin (1971b) originally noted, θ-subsumption is not complete, or, in other words,
it is not able to infer B from A in all cases where A entails B; it naturally follows that inverse
θ-subsumption is also not complete. Consider, for example, the following clauses:
A = ancestor(X, Y )← parent(X,Z) ∧ ancestor(Z, Y )
B = ancestor(X, Y )← parent(X,Z) ∧ parent(Z,W ) ∧ ancestor(W,Y ) (20)
where B represents a stricter form of ‘ancestry’ than A, so that all models of A are also models of
B. But, although A  B, there is no variable substitution θ such that Aθ ⊆ B.8 This incomplete-
ness naturally propagates to inverse θ-subsumption as well: clause B cannot be generalized into
A by inverse θ-subsumption (effectively, literal dropping and variable substitution) although A is
more general than B.
In order to close the gap between true implication and θ-subsumption, ILP research has turned
to complete deductive inference operators, like Robinson’s resolution rule. The Robinson resolu-
tion rule (1965) raises the propositional resolution rule to the first order, and is defined as follows:
Definition 9 Clause R is resolved from clauses C1 and C2 if and only if there are literals l1 ∈ C1
and l2 ∈ C2 and substitution θ such that:
l1θ = ¬l2θ
R = (C1 − {l1}) θ ∪ (C2 − {l2}) θ
By algebraically solving the equation in Definition 9 for C2, an inverse resolution operator can
be defined which generalizes clause R, given background clause C1:
C2 = (R− (C1 − {l1}) θ1) θ−12 ∪
{¬l1θ1θ−12 } (21)
where l1 ∈ C1 and θ1θ2 is a factorization of the unifying substitution θ from Definition 9, such that
θi contains all and only substitutions involving variables from Ci. Such a factorization is always
possible and unique, because C1 and C2 are distinct clauses, hence the variables appearing in C1
are separate from those appearing in C2.
The above generalization operator was the basis of CIGOL (Muggleton & Buntine, 1988), one
of the earliest successful ILP systems. CIGOL follows a sequential-covering strategy, with individ-
ual clause search proceeding in the specific-to-general direction. The starting point of the search is
a ground positive example, randomly selected from the pool of uncovered positives, that is gener-
alized by repeated application of inverse resolution. The advantage is that all and only consistent
clauses are generated, allowing for a complete, yet focused search.
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3.4.4 Mode-Directed Inverse Entailment
While inverted resolution is complete, it disregards the background (modulo a single background
clause at each application), so it does not provide for a focused search. RLGG-based search, on
the other hand, does take into account the whole of the background theory, but it relies on inverting
θ-subsumption, so it performs an incomplete search that can potentially miss good solutions.
In order to combine completeness with the informedness of the minimal-generalization bottom,
Muggleton (1995) explores implication between clauses and ways of reducing inverse implication
to a θ-subsumption search without loss of completeness, and defines the inverse entailment opera-
tor, based on the following proposition:
Lemma 1 Let C, D be definite, non-tautological clauses and S(D) be the sub-saturants of D.
Then C  D if and only if there exists C ′ ∈ S(D) such that C  C ′.
where the sub-saturants of a clause D are, informally,9 all ungrounded clauses that can be con-
structed from the symbols appearing in D and cannot prove the complement of D (i.e., do not
resolve to any of the atoms in the Herbrand model of the complement of D).
Inverse entailment starts by saturating a ground positive example into a bottom clause, an
ungrounded clause which can prove only one ground positive example and no other. Because of
Lemma 1, any clause which entails the original example will also θ-subsume the bottom clause; it
is now sufficient to perform a θ-subsumption search in the full lattice between the empty-bodied
top clause and the bottom clause without loss of completeness.
Mode-directed inverse entailment (MDIE) is a further refinement of inverse entailment where
the semantics of the background predicates are taken into consideration during saturation (see
below). The search in MDIE is organized in the general-to-specific direction in the original PRO-
GOL system (Muggleton, 1995), as well as in most other successful MDIE ILP systems, like, e.g.,
ALEPH (Srinivasan, 2004), INDLOG (Camacho, 2000), CILS (Anthony & Frisch, 1999), and APRIL
(Fonseca, 2006) although the alternative direction has been explored as well (Ong et al., 2005).
3.5 Saturation
Saturation is the process of constructing a bottom clause10 which constitutes the most-specific
end of the search lattice in mode-directed inverse entailment. The most prominent characteristic
of saturation is that it fills the ‘gap’ between θ-subsumption and entailment: the literals of the
bottom clause are the sub-saturants of a clause C, hence identifying clauses that entail C amounts
to identifying clauses that θ-subsume the bottom clause (Lemma 1).
Saturation is performed by repeated application of inverse resolution on a ground example,
called the seed. This introduces variables in place of the ground terms in a ‘safe’ manner: the
bottom clause is guaranteed to include all of and only the sub-saturants of the seed.
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Let us revisit the clauses in Eq. 20, used to demonstrate the incompleteness of θ-subsumption.
Given the example ancestor(jArcadioBD, aureliano) as a seed, saturation would yield the follow-
ing bottom clause:
⊥1 = ancestor(A,B)←
parent(A,C) ∧ parent(A,D) ∧ parent(A,E) ∧ ancestor(A,C)∧
B = aureliano ∧ A = jArcadioBD ∧ parent(E,F ) ∧ parent(E,G)∧
parent(E,H) ∧ sibling(E,D) ∧ sibling(E,C) ∧ sibling(D,E)∧
sibling(D,C) ∧ sibling(C,E) ∧ sibling(C,D) ∧ ancestor(E,B)∧
ancestor(A,E) ∧ ancestor(A,D) ∧ ancestor(E,F ) ∧ E = aurelianoII∧
D = jArcadioII ∧ C = remedios ∧ parent(G,B) ∧ sibling(H,G)∧
sibling(H,F ) ∧ sibling(G,H) ∧ sibling(G,F ) ∧ sibling(F,H)∧
sibling(F,G) ∧ ancestor(G,B) ∧ ancestor(E,H) ∧ ancestor(A,H)∧
ancestor(E,G) ∧ ancestor(A,G) ∧ ancestor(A,F ) ∧H = amaranta∧
G = renata ∧ F = jArcadio
(22)
Notice that ⊥1 is θ-subsumed by both clauses of Eq. 20.11 In general, for all clauses A,B that
subsume the seed, if A entails B, a complete generalization operator would first inverse-resolve B
and, later in the search,A. In cases whereA  B, the bottom clause will complete a θ-subsumption
search by including enough body literals to be θ-subsumed by both A and B.
Besides completing θ-subsumption search, saturation is also designed to take type-mode and
determinacy declarations into consideration, so that they do not need to be explicitly checked
during the search: saturation guarantees a bottom clause that is θ-subsumed only by conforming
clauses. Consider, for example, a background in which all predicates are required to be determi-
nate. In this case the bottom clause of ancestor(jArcadioBD, aureliano) would be:
⊥1 = ancestor(A,B)← parent(A,C) ∧ ancestor(A,C)∧
B = aureliano ∧ A = jArcadioBD ∧ C = remedios (23)
since the constraint that all predicate be determinate can only be satisfied in our example model
(Figure reffig:family) by the ancestor(renata, aureliano) term.
Similarly, restricting variable depth to 1 would yield the following bottom clause:
⊥1 = ancestor(A,B)←
⊥1 = ancestor(A,B)←
parent(A,C) ∧ parent(A,D) ∧ parent(A,E) ∧ ancestor(A,C)∧
B = aureliano ∧ A = jArcadioBD
(24)
which is the subset of the bottom clause in Eq. 22 where all variables are of depth 0 or 1. Notice
that there are no ancestor/2 literals, as they amount to ancestor/2 literals when depth is restricted
to 1.
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3.6 Search Strategy
Given a search space with some structure, we can consider a strategy to traverse the search space.
The most important components of the strategy are the direction of the search and the method used
to achieve it.
The direction of the search can be either top-down or bottom-up, depending on the traversal
operator used. In a top-down, general-to-specific search the initial rule is the top clause, which is
incrementally specialized through the repeated application of downward traversal operators, until
inconsistencies with negative examples have been removed. In a bottom-up, specific-to-general
search, on the other hand, a most specific clause is generalized by applying upward traversal oper-
ators. The original, most specific clause can be either one or more ground examples or the bottom
clause.
More recently, there has been interest on stochastic approaches to search that do not properly
fall under either of these strategies. Examples of these approaches are Stochastic Clause Selection
and Randomized Rapid Restarts algorithms. (Železný et al., 2003; Tamaddoni-Nezhad & Muggle-
ton, 2003; Srinivasan, 2000).
A second component of the search is the search method used to find a hypothesis. As is gen-
erally the case with problem solving in Artificial Intelligence, search methods can be either unin-
formed or informed, and can rely on heuristics to estimate how ‘promising’ or close to a solution
each node of the search space is.
3.6.1 Uninformed Search
Some of the most well-known uninformed search methods are breadth-first, depth-first, and iterative-
deepening search. Breadth-first search is a simple method in which the root node is expanded first,
then all direct successors of the root node are expanded, then all their successors, and so on. In
general, all the nodes are expanded at a given depth of the search before any nodes in the following
level are expanded. The main advantage of this method is that it is guaranteed to find a solution
if one exists. The main drawbacks are the high memory requirements leading to poor efficiency.
Several ILP systems use this search method, e.g., MIS (Shapiro, 1983) and WARMR (Dehaspe &
Toironen, 2000). An advantage is that it visits clauses near the top of the lattice first, favouring
clauses that are shorter and more general.
By contrast, depth-first search expands the deepest node first. This search strategy has the
advantage of having lower memory requirements, since a node can be removed from memory
after being expanded as soon all its descendants have been fully explored. On the other hand,
this strategy can get lost in infinite branches. A variant of depth-first search, called depth-limit
search imposes a limit on the depth of the graph explored. Obviously, this search is incomplete if
a solution is in a region deeper than this pre-set limit.
Iterative depth-first search (IDS) is a general strategy often used in combination with depth-first
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search, that finds the best depth limit. It does this by gradually increasing the depth limit (first 0,
then 1, then 2, and so on) until a solution is found. The drawback of IDS is the wasteful repetition of
the same computations. Iterative deepening search is used in ILP systems like ALEPH (Srinivasan,
2004) and INDLOG (Camacho, 2000).
3.6.2 Informed Search
Informed (heuristic) search methods can be used to find solutions more efficiently than uninformed
but can only be applied if there is a measure to evaluate and discriminate the nodes. Several
heuristics have been proposed for ILP.
A general approach to informed searching is best-first search. Best-first search is similar to
breadth-first but with the difference that the node selected for expansion is the one with the least
value of an evaluation function that estimates the ‘distance’ to the solution.
Note that the evaluation functions will return an estimate of the quality of a node. This estimate
is given by a heuristics, a function that tries to predict the cost/distance to the solution from a given
node.
Best-first search is used in many ILP systems, like FOIL,CIGOL, INDLOG, and ALEPH. A form
of best-first search is greedy best-first search as it expands only the node estimated to be closer to
the solution on the grounds that it would lead to a solution quickly. The most widely known form
of best-first search is called A∗ search, which evaluates nodes by combining the cost to reach the
node and the distance/cost to the solution. This algorithm is used by the PROGOL ILP system.
The search algorithms mentioned so far explore the search space systematically. Alternatively,
local search algorithms is a class of algorithms commonly used for solving computationally hard
problems involving very large candidate solution spaces. The basic principle underlying local
search is to start from an initial candidate solution and then, iteratively, make moves from one can-
didate solution to another candidate solution in its direct neighbourhood. The moves are based on
information local to the node, and continue until a termination condition is met. Local search algo-
rithms, although not systematic, have the advantage of using little memory and can find reasonable
solutions in large or infinite search spaces, where systematic algorithms are unsuitable.
Hill-climbing search Russell & Norvig (2003) is one example of a local search algorithm. The
algorithm does not look ahead beyond the immediate successor nodes of the current node, and for
this reason it is sometimes called greedy local search. Although it has the advantage of reaching a
solution more rapidly, it has some potential problems. For instance, it is possible to reach a foothill
(local maxima or local minima), a state that is better than all its neighbours but it is not better than
some other states farther away. Foothills are potential traps for the algorithm. Hill-climbing is
good for a limited class of problems where we have an evaluation function that fairly accurately
predicts the actual distance to a solution. ILP systems like FOIL and FORTE (Richards & Mooney,
1995) use hill-climbing search algorithms.
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3.7 Preference Bias and Search Heuristics
Prior knowledge representations described so far express strict constraints imposed on the hypoth-
esized clauses, realized in the form of yes–no decisions on the acceptability of a clause. The
previous section demonstrated the need for heuristics that identify the solution closest to the un-
known target predicate, but, in the general case, there may be multiple solutions that satisfy the
requirements of the problem; or we may have no solution but still want the best approximation.
ILP algorithms therefore need to choose among partial solutions and provide justification for this
choice besides consistency with the background and the examples. Preference bias does just that:
it assigns a ‘usefulness’ rating to clauses which typically says how close we are to the best solution.
In practice, the is translated into an evaluation function that tries to estimate how well a clause will
perform when applied to data unseen during training.
The user may provide general preferences, for instance towards shorter clauses, or towards
clauses that achieve wide coverage, or towards clauses with higher predictive accuracy on the
training data, or any other problem-specific preference deemed useful. Preference bias also must
navigate a balance between specificity and generality: a theory with low coverage may describe
the data too tightly and may not generalize well (overfit). Indeed, at its extreme may it only accepts
the positive examples it was constructed from and nothing else. On the other hand, a theory that
makes unjustified generalizations can underfit, and at the extreme, accept everything as a positive.
3.7.1 Entropy and m-Probability
Evaluation functions will typically judge a clause semantically and so the most commonly used
evaluation functions refer to a clause’s coverage over positive and negative examples. Such func-
tions include simple coverage, information gain (Clark & Niblett 1989, based on the concept of
entropy as defined by Shannon 1948), m-probability estimate (Cestnik, 1990), and the Laplace
expected accuracy:
Coverage(P,N) = P −N (25)
InfGain(P,N) = −Prel · log2 Prel −Nrel · log2Nrel (26)
MEstm,P0(P,N) = (P +m · P0) / (P +N +m) (27)
Laplace(P,N) = (P + 1) / (P +N + 2) (28)
where P , N is the positive and negative coverage, Prel = P/(P + N), Nrel = 1 − Prel the
relative positive and negative coverage, P0 is the prior probability of positive examples (i.e., the
probability that a random example is positive) andm a parameter that weighs the prior probability
against the observed accuracy. It should be noted that the Laplace function is a specialization of
them-probability estimate for uniform prior distribution of positives and negatives (P0 = 0.5) with
them parameter set to a value of 2, a value that balances between prior and observation.
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Inf. Gain Laplace Acc.
C1 (980,20) 0.141 0.979
C2 (98,2) 0.141 0.971
C3 (1,0) 1.000 0.667
Table 1: Evaluation of three clauses (positive and negative coverage in parenthesis) by the Infor-
mation Gain function and the Laplace Accuracy function.
The advantage that accuracy estimation offers over information gain is that it favours more
general clauses, even at the expense of misclassifying a small number of training examples. This
makes it more appropriate for real-world applications where the training data contains noise and
inconsistencies, since it will generalize at the expense of outliers.
As an example, let us consider a situation where three possible clauses C1, C2 and C3 meet the
minimum accuracy constraint we have set, and a choice needs to be made according to preference
bias. Let us assume that the examples covered by each clause are (980, 20), (98, 2) and (1, 0)
respectively, where each pair represents the number of positive and negative examples covered by
the clause. Knowing that we are dealing with noisy data, the intuitive choice would be C1, since
it performs as well as C2, but seems to be making a much broader generalization. And we would
argue that both are preferable to C3, which is simply re-iterating a piece of the training data.
The evaluation of these three clauses by Information Gain and Laplace accuracy is shown in
Table 1. Evaluation functions that focus on minimizing entropy assign absolute preference to
perfectly ‘pure’ partitions (like the one imposed by C3), even in the trivial cases of maximally-
specific rules that cover exactly one example. But even assuming that such extreme situations
are treated by, for example, minimum coverage filters, information gain is unable to distinguish
between C1 and C2, since they have identical relative coverage (980/1000 and 98/100).
Accuracy estimation, on the other hand, balances between rewarding wide coverage and penal-
izing low accuracy on the training data, the point of balance determined by them parameter.
3.7.2 Bayesian Evaluation
Another approach to clause evaluation is derived from Bayes’ Theorem (Bayes, 1763, Proposi-
tion 3), which provides a formula for calculating Pr(A|B), the probability of event A given event
B:
Theorem 2 Given random variables A, B with probabilities Pr(A) and Pr(B), then the proba-
bility of A given B is
Pr(A|B) = Pr(B|A) · Pr(A)
Pr(B)
where Pr(B|A) is the probability of B given A.
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Suppose we have a clause of the form A ← B, and Pr(A), Pr(B) are the probabilities that predi-
cates A and B hold for some random example. We can now apply Bayes’ Theorem to calculate the
probability that, for some random example, if the clause’s antecedents hold, then the subsequent
holds. In a semantics sense, this is the probability that the clause accurately classifies the exam-
ple. Probability Pr(A|B) is called the posterior distribution of A, by contrast to prior distribution
Pr(A), the distribution of A before seeing the example.
Bayes (idem., Proposition 7) continues by using the empirical data to estimate an unknown
prior distribution. This last result is transferred to ILP by Cussens (1993) as the pseudo-bayes12
evaluation function:
Acc = P/(P +N)
K = Acc · (1− Acc) / (P0 − Acc)2
PBayes = (P +K · P0) / (P +N +K)
(29)
where P0 is the positive distribution observed in the data, and P andN are the positive and negative
coverage of the clause. A comparison of the pseudo-Bayes evaluation function with m-estimation
(Eq. 27) shows that one way of looking at pseudo-Bayes evaluation is as an empirically justified
way of calculating the criticalm parameter of m-estimation.
3.7.3 Syntactic Considerations
Some evaluation functions will also refer to syntactic aspects of the hypothesized clause, imple-
menting (for example) preference bias towards shorter or simpler clauses, in accordance with the
general principle of parsimony known as Ockham’s Razor. Unfortunately, quantifying ‘simplicity’
is hard, and there is no universal answer to what a ‘simple’ hypothesis is. Most approaches are
equating being the simplest to being the smallest, in accordance with Rissanen’s (1978) minimum
description length (MDL) principle that the most probable hypothesis is the one that can be most
economically encoded.
Such evaluation functions range from simply counting the number of literals in a clause, to
taking into account each literal’s structural complexity:
size(T ) =

1 if T is a variable
2 if T is a constant
2 +
∑n
i=1 size (argi (T )) if T is a term of arity n
(30)
This quantification of clause complexity was used in the MDL evaluation function of the COCK-
TAIL system (Tang & Mooney, 2001).
On the other hand, Muggleton, Srinivasan, & Bain (1992) take a different approach and re-
introduce a semantic element in the notion of logic program complexity: the proof complexity C of
a logic program given a dataset is the number of choice-points that SLDNF resolution goes though
in order to derive the data from the program. The proof encoding lengthLproof of the hypothesis for
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each example can be approximated by combining the proof complexity with coverage results which
estimate the compression achieved by the hypothesis and with the total (positive and negative)
coverage, which is taken as a measure of the generality of the clause (idem., Section 3):
Lproof = (P +N) ·
(
Cav + log
1
AccAcc · (1− Acc)1−Acc
)
(31)
where Acc is the observed accuracy P/ (P +N) and Cav the average proof complexity of the
hypothesis over all the examples. It is easy to see that the logarithmic term (which represents
the performance of the hypothesis) is dominated by the proof complexity term and the generality
factor, so that it comes into consideration when comparing hypotheses with similar (semantic)
generality and (syntactic) complexity characteristics.
3.7.4 Positive-Only Evaluation
One other category of evaluation functions that should be particularly noted is those that facilitate
learning in the absence of negative examples (positive examples only). Conventional semantic
evaluation functions cannot be used because in this case, in the absence of negative examples, the
trivial clause that accepts all examples will always score best.
For this reason, positive-only evaluation functions balance positive coverage against a clause’s
generality, to avoid favouring over-generalization. Generality can be estimated syntactically as
well as semantically, as in the posonly function (Muggleton, 1996):
PosOnlyC,Rall(P,R, L) = logP − C log
R + 1.0
Rall + 2.0
− L
P
(32)
where (R+1.0)/(Rall+2.0) is a Laplace-corrected estimation of the clause’s generality. The esti-
mation is made by randomly generatingRall examples and measuring the clause’s coverageR over
them. The formula is balancing between rewarding coverage (the first term) and penalizing gener-
ality (the second term), so as to avoid over-general clauses in the absence of negative data. The C
parameter implements prior preference towards more general or more specific clauses and the third
term implements syntactic bias towards shorter clauses, unless extended coverage compensates for
the length penalty.
3.8 Other Approaches to ILP
We have so far focused ILP systems that perform a clause-level search on a pre-defined, static
search space. Although these systems form the mainstream of ILP research, other options have
been explored as well, namely searching at the theory level and searching in a dynamic space.
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3.8.1 Theory-level Search
The sequential cover strategy has a profound impact on the size of the search space, as it restricts
the search to the space of single clauses. It does so, however, at the risk of missing out on good
solutions, since the the concatenation of good clauses is not necessarily a good theory: the best
clause, given a set of positives, might leave a positives pool that is not easily separable, whereas a
(locally) worse clause might allow for a better overall theory.
This is especially true for systems that saturate examples to build the bottom clause, as the
(random) choice of the seed is decisive for the search sub-space that will be explored. An unfortu-
nate seed choice might ‘trap’ subsequent clausal searches with an unnecessarily difficult positives
pool. In sequential-cover systems the problem can be somewhat alleviated by saturating multiple
seeds; in the ALEPH system, to name one example, the user can specify the number of examples
that must be saturated for each positives pool. After performing as many searches as there were
bottom clauses constructed, the best clause is appended to the theory and the process re-iterates.
Such techniques can improve the quality of the constructed theories, but not completely solve
the problem, which can only be tackled by evaluating the theory as a whole at each step for the
search. In theory-level searching the search space is the lattice formed by the set all admissible
theories (as opposed to clauses), structured into a lattice by a theory-level traversal operator. It is
immediately obvious that not only does search space become dramatically larger, but the traversal
operator also gains more degrees of indeterminism, making the search even harder: the traversal
operator can (a) specify or generalize a clause, (b) delete a clause altogether, or (c) start a new (top
or bottom) clause.
In order to handle the increase in the size and complexity of the search space ILP systems that
support theory-level search, like ALEPH, exploit randomized search methods to improve efficiency.
Randomized search methods and other efficiency optimizations used in ILP systems are further
described below.
3.8.2 Dynamically Changing Search Spaces
We end the section with an overview of algorithms that tackle dynamically changing search spaces,
due to bias shift and background theory revision (background predicate invention and refinement).
Descriptive ILP systems readily offer themselves to predicate invention, since they are oriented
towards discovering ‘property clusters’ in the data and multi-predicate learning. Systems like
CLAUDIEN (De Raedt & Dehaspe, 1996) propose predicates that separate such clusters, and also
re-use these predicates in the definitions of subsequently constructed predicate clauses.
Single-predicate learning, predictive ILP systems, on the other hand, typically assumed that the
background predicates are both correct and sufficient to solve the problem, and no attempt is made
to revise or supplement them. Some systems, however, do attempt background theory revision.
SPECTRE (Boström, 1996), for example, attempts background theory refinement by examining the
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SLD proof-trees generated during hypothesis matching. When pruning a background predicate’s
proof-tree (effectively, specializing the predicate) eliminates negative coverage, the background
predicate is amended accordingly.
The same idea was further explored in the MERLIN2.0 system (Boström, 1998), this time at-
tempting predicate invention, which expands the background theory with new predicates deemed
useful for constructing a theory. MERLIN2.0 unfolds the SLD proof-trees of background predi-
cates, and identifies new sub-predicates (in the semantic sense of predicates achieving a subset of
the original predicate’s coverage) which improve accuracy when used to construct a theory.
Inverse resolution also offers an opportunity for predicate invention: Muggleton (1988) pro-
poses a predicate invention algorithm which asserts a predicate when its presence allows an—
otherwise unattainable—inverse resolution step to proceed, if the generalization performed by this
step evaluates well on the data. This idea was implemented in CIGOL (Muggleton & Buntine,
1988), an inverse-resolution ILP system, but was later abandoned as predictive ILP research moved
towards inverse entailment systems that use θ-subsumption as their traversal operator.
3.8.3 Statistical Inductive Logic Programming
A new line of ILP research that is being actively pursued combines statistical Machine Learning
with ILP. One such approach (Muggleton, 2003) combines a symbolic ILP step with a numerical
step to learn a Stochastic Logic Program (SLP). The structure of the SLP is learnt without taking
the numerical parameters into account, which are subsequently estimated to fit the program.
Another approach abandons the learning semantics discussed earlier in this section, and intro-
duces learning from proofs. Under learning from proofs, the input is the proof trees of positive
and negative derivations, which are used (in conjunction with a background theory) to build a sta-
tistical model of ‘good’ or ‘applicable’ derivations using. De Raedt et al. (2005) use a variant of
Expectation Maximisation and Passerini et al. (2006) kernel-based methods to build the statistical
model.
4 EFFICIENT INDUCTIVE LOGIC PROGRAMMING
A crucial point for the applicability of ILP is its efficiency in terms of computational resources
needed to construct a theory. As has been experimentally verified Železný et al. (2003), ILP sys-
tems’ run-times exhibit considerable variability, depending on the heuristics, the problem instance,
and the choice of seed examples.
The total execution time of an ILP system can be roughly divided into three major components:
• time spent generating clauses, which can be a major concern for large real-world problems,
and particularly in novel application domains where prior domain knowledge is fragmentary
and the search space cannot be restricted without risking to exclude good solutions;
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• time spent evaluating clauses, typically due to the size of the data, although Botta et al.
(2003) have shown that there are circumstances under which evaluation can become ex-
tremely hard, even if model-spaces and datasets are quite small; and
• time spent accessing the data, as some datasets can be extremely large, e.g., biological
databases arising from sequencing animal and plant genomes. Constructing models of such
data requires an ILP system to be able to efficiently access millions of data items.
The relative weight of each component depends on the ILP system used, on the search algorithm,
on the parameter settings, and on the data, but in most cases evaluating rule quality is responsible
for most of the execution time.
In this section we describe methods for improving the efficiency of ILP systems directly related
to the three concerns raised above (large search spaces, large datasets, evaluation). Some of these
methods are improvements and optimizations of the sequential execution of ILP systems, whereas
some are stochastic approaches to search or parallelisms of the search strategy.
Before proceeding, we provide a classification of the techniques regarding their correctness.
In this context, a correct technique should be understood as yielding the same results as some
reference algorithm that does not employ the technique. An approximately correct technique does
not preserve correctness, but still gives results that are, with high probability, similar (in quality)
to the results produced by the reference technique.
4.1 Reducing the Search Space
In the Hypothesis Language section above, we have discussed a variety of tools that ILP systems
offer for controlling the search space. More specifically, we have discussed how the search space
is initially defined by the vocabulary provided by the background theory and then further refined
by language bias such as hypothesis checking and pruning, determinacy constrains, and type-mode
declarations.
In the theoretic context of our previous discussion of these tools, they have been presented as
a means of excluding potentially good solutions on grounds that the ILP algorithm cannot access
through example-driven evaluation, like non-conformance with a theoretical framework. We shall
here revisit the same tools in order to review them from a different perspective: instead of a means
of excluding empirically good solutions that should be avoided on theoretical grounds, they are
viewed as an optimization that excludes bad solutions before having to evaluate them in order to
reject them.
4.1.1 Hypothesis Checking and Pruning
We have seen how hypothesis checking can be used to impose syntactic as well as as semantic
constraints on the hypothesis language. In many situations it is possible to capitalize on the mono-
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tonicity of definite clause logic in order to direct the search away not from individual clauses, but
from whole areas of the search space that are known to not contain any solutions.
Consider, for example, a clause containing in its body literals that are known to be inconsistent
with each other, say male(X) and female(X). Not only is such a clause bound to not cover any
examples, but all its specializations can also safely ignored. In systems that support pruning, prior
knowledge can be provided which, once such a clause in encountered during the search, prunes
away the whole sub-space subsumed by the clause.
Another method that takes advantage of prior expert knowledge to reduce the hypothesis lan-
guage is redundancy declarations. Fonseca et al. (2004) propose a classification of redundancy in
the hypothesis language and show how expert knowledge can be provided to an ILP system to in
order reduce it. The technique is correct (if complete search is performed) and yields good results.
Two things must be noted at this point: first that useful as they might be, semantic hypothe-
sis checking and pruning are bound to make a smaller difference with respect to efficiency that
their syntactic counterparts since they require the—potentially expensive—coverage computations
to be carried out whereas purely syntactic checking can discard a hypothesis beforehand. And,
second, that the hypothesis checking, pruning, and redundancy declarations must be provided by
the domain expert. This task that can be tedious and error-prone and has not been successfully
automated.
4.1.2 Determinacy and Type-mode Declarations
Determinacy and type-mode declarations can also be used to state not a theoretical restriction, but
an actual fact about the background theory. When used in this manner they are not excluding em-
pirically possible—but otherwise unacceptable—solutions, but they are rather steering the search
away from areas of the search that are known to be infertile.
Consider, for example, the declarations in Eq. 16 above. While the type-mode declarations for
the grandfather/2 predicate are, as we have already discussed, enforcing a genuine restriction, the
rest are stating actual facts about the semantics of the background predicates. So, for instance, the
parent/2 declaration is prohibiting the consideration of hypotheses like this one:
C = grandfather(X,U)← father(X, Y ) ∧ parent(Y, U) ∧male(U)∧
parent(Y, V ) ∧male(V ) ∧ parent(Y,W ) ∧male(W ) (33)
which only admits grand-fatherhood in the presence of three or more grand-sons. This clause
is rejected because the background theory does not allow instantiations where three children are
male. The clause can only succeed by unifying two of U, V,W and can be safely ignored: no ILP
algorithm would have chosen this clause anyway, as the model of our example identical semantics
can be achieved by a simpler clause.
In general, providing the smallest determinacy values that will not leave any solutions out of
the hypothesis space is a correct optimization of the ILP search. Similarly for type declarations,
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where assigning incompatible types can help avoid evaluating obviously inconsistent clauses like,
for example:
D = grandfather(X, Y )← femaleX ∧ father(X,Z) ∧ parent(Z, Y ) (34)
Prior knowledge of small, but safe, determinacy and type-mode parameters can significantly
tighten the search space around the solutions. These semantic characteristics of the background
theory are typically expected as user input, but research on their automatically extraction from the
background has also been pursued (McCreath & Sharma, 1995).
4.1.3 Incremental Search
Another approach is to not restrict the hypothesis language, but to incrementally consider larger
and larger subsets thereof. The whole hypothesis language will only be considered if we cannot
find a model within one of these subsets. Srinivasan et al. (2003) propose a technique that explores
human expertise to provide a relevance ordering on the set of background predicates. The tech-
nique follows a strategy of incrementally including sets of background knowledge predicates in
decreasing order of relevance and has shown to yield good results.
Another technique that incrementally increases the hypothesis space is Incremental Language
Level Search (ILLS) (Camacho, 2002). It uses an iterative search strategy to, starting from one,
progressively increase the upper-bound on the number of occurrences of a predicate symbol in the
generated hypotheses. This technique is correct if a complete search is performed and Camacho
report substantial efficiency improvements on several ILP applications.
4.2 Efficient Evaluation
As described above, hypotheses are evaluated by metrics that make reference to their coverage
over the training data. Coverage is calculated by matching (or testing) all examples against the
hypothesis; this involves finding a substitution such that the body of one of the hypothesis’ clauses
is true given the example and background knowledge.
An often used approach in ILP to match hypotheses is to use logical querying. The logical
querying approach to clause matching involves the use of a Prolog engine to evaluate the clause
with the examples and background knowledge. The execution time to evaluate a query depends
on the number of examples, number of resolution steps, and on the execution time of individual
literals. Thus, scalability problems may arise when dealing with a great number of examples or/and
when the computational cost to evaluate a rule is high. Query execution using SLDNF resolution
grows exponentially with the number of literals in the query (Struyf, 2004). Hence, evaluating a
single example can take a long time.
Several techniques have been proposed to improve the efficiency of hypotheses evaluation.
Firstly, the evaluation of a hypothesis can be optimized by transforming the hypothesis into an
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equivalent one that can be more efficiently executed (Santos Costa et al., 2000; Santos Costa,
Srinivasan, et al., 2003). An important characteristic of these techniques is that the transforma-
tions between equivalent hypothesis are correct. The transformation can be done at the level of
individual hypotheses (Santos Costa et al., 2000; Struyf & Blockeel, 2003) or at the level of sets of
hypotheses (Tsur et al., 1998; Blockeel et al., 2002).
A different method to speedup evaluation explores the existing redundancy on the sets of
hypotheses evaluated: similar hypotheses are generated and evaluated in batches, called query
packs (Blockeel et al., 2002), thus avoiding the redundant repetition of the same proof steps in
different, but similar, hypotheses.
Approximate evaluation is another well-studied way of reducing the execution time of hypoth-
esis evaluation. Stochastic matching (Sebag & Rouveirol, 1997), or stochastic theorem proving,
was tested with the PROGOL ILP system, and has yielded considerable efficiency improvements,
without sacrificing predictive accuracy or comprehensibility. This approach was further pursued
by Giordana et al. (2000), making the benefits of replacing deterministic matching with stochastic
matching clearly visible. A variety of other approximate matching schemes (Srinivasan, 1999; Ki-
jsirikul et al., 2001; DiMaio & Shavlik, 2004; Bockhorst & Ong, 2004) have also been successfully
tried.
Another technique, called lazy evaluation,13 of examples (Camacho, 2003) aims at speeding
up the evaluation of hypotheses by avoiding the unnecessary use of examples in the coverage
computations, yielding considerable reduction of the execution time. The rationale underlying lazy
evaluation is the following: a hypothesis is allowed to cover a small number of negative examples
(the noise level) or none. If a clause covers more than the allowed number of negative examples it
must be specialized. Lazy evaluation of negatives can be used when we are interested in knowing
if a hypothesis covers more than the allowed number of negative examples or not. Testing stops as
soon as the number of negative examples covered exceeds the allowed noise level or when there are
no more negative examples to be tested. Therefore, the number of negative examples effectively
tested may be very small, since the noise level is quite often very close to zero. If the evaluation
function used does not involve negative coverage in its calculations, then this produces exactly the
same results (clauses and accuracy) as the non-lazy approach but with a reduction on the number
of negative examples tested.
One may also allow positive coverage to be computed lazily (lazy evaluation of positives). A
clause is either specialized (if it covers more positives than the best consistent clause found so far)
or justifiably pruned away otherwise. When using lazy evaluation of positives it is only relevant to
determine if a hypothesis covers more positives than the current best consistent hypothesis or not.
We might then just evaluate the positive examples until we exceed the best cover so far. If the best
cover is exceeded we retain the hypothesis (either accept it as final if it is consistent or refine it
otherwise) or we may justifiably discard it. We need to evaluate its exact positive cover only when
accepting a consistent hypothesis. In this latter case we don’t need to restart the positive coverage
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computation from scratch, we may simply continue the test from the point where we left it before.
Storing intermediate results during the evaluation for later use (i.e., by performing a kind of a
cache) can be a solution to reduce the time spent in hypothesis evaluation. The techniques that fol-
low this method are categorized as: improving the evaluation of the literals of a hypothesis (Rocha
et al., 2005), or by reducing the number of examples tested (Cussens, 1996; Berardi et al., 2004).
All these techniques are correct and attempt to improve time efficiency at the cost of increasing
memory consumption.
4.3 Handling Large Datasets
The explanation semantics used to formulate the task at hand has a profound influence on how data
is represented, stored, and manipulated and, subsequently, a great impact on the performance of an
ILP system. Under learning from entailment, examples may relate to each other, so they cannot be
handled independently. Therefore, there is no separation of either the examples (apart from being
positive or negative) or the background knowledge.
Learning from interpretations, on the other hand, assumes that that the data exhibits a cer-
tain amount of locality and each example is represented as sub-database, i.e., a separate Prolog
program, encoding its specific properties. This allows ILP techniques that operate under this se-
mantics to scale up well (Blockeel et al., 1999). Naturally, this assumption makes learning from
interpretations weaker than learning from entailment, but applications and purposes for which this
semantics is sufficient, benefit from its inherent scalability.
Learning from subsets of data is another way of dealing with large datasets. For instance, win-
dowing is a well known technique that learns from subsets of data. It tries to identify a subset of
the original data from which a theory of sufficient quality can be learnt. It as been shown (Quin-
lan, 1993; Fürnkranz, 1998) that this technique increases the predictive accuracy and reduces the
learning time. In ILP, studies shown that windowing reduces the execution time while preserving
the quality of the models found (Srinivasan, 1999; Fürnkranz, 1997).
4.4 Search Algorithms
The hypothesis space determines the set of possible hypotheses that can be considered while
searching for a good hypothesis. Several approaches to reduce the hypothesis space were de-
scribed above. On the other hand, the search algorithm defines the order by which the hypotheses
are considered and determines the search space (i.e., the hypotheses effectively considered during
the search). The search algorithm used can have a great impact on efficiency, however, it can also
have an impact on the quality of the hypothesis found.
A wide number of search techniques have been used in ILP systems, namely breadth-first
search (in PROGOL), depth-first search (in ALEPH), beam-search (Džeroski, 1993; Srinivasan,
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2004), heuristic-guided hill-climbing variants (Quinlan, 1990; Srinivasan, 2004), and simulated
annealing (Srinivasan, 2004; Serrurier et al., 2004), just to mention a few. The choice of one in
detriment of another has several effects (Russell & Norvig, 2003), namely on memory consump-
tion, execution time, and completeness.
More advanced search techniques have been exploited in ILP systems. A genetic search algo-
rithm was proposed in (Tamaddoni-Nezhad & Muggleton, 2000) but the impact on efficiency was
not reported.
Probabilistically searching large hypothesis space (Srinivasan, 2000) restricts the search space
by sacrificing optimality. It consists in randomly selecting a fixed-size sample of clauses from the
search space which, with high probability, contains a good clause. The evaluation of the technique
on three real world applications showed reductions in the execution time without significantly
affecting the quality of the hypothesis found. However, this approach has difficulties with ‘needle
in a haystack’ problems, where very few good hypotheses exist.
Randomized rapid restarts (Železný et al., 2003) combines (local) complete search with the
probabilistic search. It performs an exhaustive search up to a certain point (time constrained) and
then, if a solution is not found, restarts into randomly selected location of the search space, The
application of the RRR technique in two applications yielded a drastic reduction of the search time
at the cost of a small loss in predictive accuracy (Železný et al., 2003).
4.5 Parallelism
Parallelism provides an attractive solution for improving efficiency. ILP systems may profit from
exploiting parallelism by decreasing learning time, handling larger datasets, and improving the
quality of the induced models. The exploitation of parallelism introduces several challenges. De-
signing and validating a parallel algorithm is often harder than designing and validating sequential
algorithms. Performance issues are complex: splitting work into too many tasks may introduce
significant overheads, whereas using fewer tasks may result in load imbalance and bad speedups.
There are three main strategies to exploit parallelism in ILP systems are (Fonseca et al., 2005):
parallel exploration of the search space (Dehaspe & De Raedt, 1995; Ohwada et al., 2000; Ohwada
& Mizoguchi, 1999; Wielemaker, 2003); parallel hypothesis evaluation (Matsui et al., 1998; Kon-
stantopoulos, 2003); and parallel execution of an ILP system over a partition of the data (Ohwada
& Mizoguchi, 1999; Graham et al., 2003). A survey on exploiting parallelism in ILP is presented
in (Fonseca et al., 2005). An evaluation of several parallel ILP algorithms showed that a good
approach to parallelize ILP systems is one of the simplest to implement: divide the set of examples
by the computers/processors available; run the ILP system in parallel on each subset; in the end,
combine the theories found into a single one (Fonseca et al., 2005; Fonseca, 2006). This approach
not only reduced the execution time but also improved predictive accuracy.
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5 APPLICATIONS
In this section we briefly outline and provide references to various real-world applications of ILP,
from medicine and biology, to language technology where ILP systems have made significant
contributions to the discovery of new scientific knowledge.
Although we discuss in more detail applications in the three main areas of Life Sciences, Lan-
guage Processing, and Engineering, ILP has been used in a variety of other domains. Examples
of important applications of ILP must, at the very least, include domains such as music (Pompe
et al., 1996; Tobudic & Widmer, 2003), the environment (Džeroski et al., 1995; Blockeel et al.,
2004), intelligence analysis (Davis, Dutra, et al., 2005), and mathematical discovery (Colton &
Muggleton, 2003; Todorovski et al., 2004).
5.1 Life Sciences
Inductive Logic Programming has been applied in a wide variety of domains of the Life Sciences,
ranging over domains as diverse as Medical Support Systems (Carrault et al., 2003) and Computa-
tional Biochemistry (Srinivasan et al., 1994; Page & Craven, 2003).
Clinical data is one of the major sources of challenging datasets for ILP. To cite but a few
example applications we will mention successful work on the characterization of cardiac arrhyth-
mias (Quiniou et al., 2001), intensive care monitoring (Morik et al., 1999), diagnosis support sys-
tems for rheumatic diseases (Zupan & Džeroski, 1998) or breast cancer (Davis, Burnside, et al.,
2005).
One of the major applications of Inductive Logic Programming so far has been in the area
of Structure-Activity Relationships (SAR), the task of predicting the activity of drug molecules
based on their structure. Early examples of this work include detecting mutagenic (Srinivasan et
al., 1994) and carcinogenic (Srinivasan et al., 1997) properties in compounds. In the continuation,
researchers have used ILP for 3D-SAR, where one uses a 3D description of the main elements in
the compound to find pharmacophores that explain drug activity (Finn et al., 1998). Among the
successful examples of ILP applications one can mention pharmacophores for dopamine agonists,
ACE inhibitors, Thermolysin inhibitors, and antibacterial peptides (Enot & King, 2003). A related
application with a different approach is the work in Diterpene structure elucidation by Džeroski et
al. (1996).
ILP has also made significant contributions to the expanding area of Bio-informatics and Com-
putational Biology. One major interest in this area has been in explaining protein structure, in-
cluding secondary structure (Muggleton, King, & Sternberg, 1992; Mozetic, 1998) and fold pre-
diction (Turcotte et al., 2001). Another very exciting area of ILP research is helping understand
cell machinery; the work of Bryant et al. (2001) should be mentioned as the seminal work on
understanding metabolic pathways of yeast. Finally, in genetics, recent work has also achieved
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promising results on using ILP to predict the functional class of genes (King, 2004) and to under-
stand the combination of gene expression data with structure and/or function gene data (Struyf et
al., 2005).
Recent studies on automating the scientific discovery process King et al. (2004) embed ILP
systems in the cycle of scientific experimentation. The cycle includes the automatic generation
of hypotheses to explain observations, the devising of experiments to evaluate the hypotheses,
physically run the experiments using a laboratory robot, interprets the results to falsify hypotheses
inconsistent with the data and then repeats the cycle.
5.2 Language Technology
The ability to take advantage of explicit background knowledge and bias constitutes one of the
strongest points in favour of applying ILP to language technology tasks, as it provides a means of
directly exploiting a very long and rich tradition of theoretical linguistics research.
More specifically, syntactic bias allows for the restriction of the hypothesis space within the
limits of a meta-theory or theoretical framework. Except for the theoretical merit it carries on
its own, this ability also offers the opportunity to capitalize on linguistic knowledge in order to
reduce the computational cost of searching the hypothesis space, whereas many alternative learning
schemes cannot make such explicit use of existing knowledge.
Language technology experimentation with ILP runs through the whole range of fields of the
study of language, from phonology and morphology all the way to syntax, semantics and discourse
analysis: we will mention work on prediction of past tenses (Muggleton & Bain, 1999), nomi-
nal paradigms (Džeroski & Erjavec, 1997), part-of-speech tagging (Dehaspe & De Raedt, 1997;
Cussens, 1997), learning transfer rules (Boström, 2000), and focus on parsing and phonotactics
(below).
Another exciting application of ILP is in the area of Information Extraction (IE). This includes
work on document analysis and understanding (Esposito et al., 1993) and work on web page char-
acterization that has had a profound practical impact (Craven & Slattery, 2001). Interesting results
have been achieved when using ILP for performing IE over scientific literature (Califf & Mooney,
1999; Goadrich et al., 2004; Malerba et al., 2003).
5.2.1 Parser Construction
The syntax of an utterance is the way in which words combine to form grammatical phrases and
sentences and the way in which the semantics of the individual words combine to give rise to the
semantics of phrases and sentences. It is, in other words, the structure hidden behind the (flat)
utterance heard and seen on the surface.
Since the seminal work of Chomsky (1957), it is the fundamental assumption of linguistics that
this structure has the form of a tree, where the terminal symbols are the actual word-forms and the
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non-terminal symbols abstractions of words or multi-word phrases. It is the task of a computational
grammar to describe the mapping between syntactic trees structures and flat utterances. Compu-
tational grammars are typically Definite Clause Grammars,14 which describe syntactic structures
in terms of derivations. Such grammars are used to control a parser, the piece of computational
machinery that builds the parse tree of the phrase from the derivations necessary to successfully
recognise the phrase.
Definite Clause Grammars can be naturally represented as Definite Clause Programs and their
derivations map directly to Definite Logic Programming proofs. This does not, however, mean that
grammar construction can be trivially formulated as an ILP task: this is for various reasons, but
most importantly because ILP algorithms will typically perform single-predicate learning without
attempting background knowledge revision.
Because of these difficulties, the alternative of refining an incomplete original grammar has
been explored. In this approach learning is broken down in an abductive example generation and
an inductive example generalization step. In the first step, examples are generated from a linguistic
corpus as follows: the incomplete parser is applied to the corpus and, each time a parse fails, the
most specific missing piece of the proof tree is identified. In other words, for all sentences that fail
to parse, a ground, phrase-specific rule is identified that—if incorporated in the grammar—would
have allowed that phrase’s parse to succeed.
For the inductive step the parsing mechanism and the original grammar are included in the
background knowledge and an ILP algorithm generalizes the phrase-specific rule examples into
general rules that are appended to the original grammar to yield a complete grammar of the lan-
guage of the corpus.
This abductive-inductive methodology has been successfully applied to Definite Clause gram-
mars of English in two different parsing frameworks: (Cussens & Pulman, 2000) uses it to to extend
the coverage of a chart parser (Pereira & Warren, 1983) by learning chart-licensing rules and Zelle
& Mooney (1996) to restrict the coverage of an overly general shift-reduce parser (Tomita, 1986)
by learning control rules for the parser’s shift and reduce operators.
5.2.2 Phonotactic Modelling
The Phonotactics of a given language is the set of rules that identifies what sequences of phonemes
constitute a possible word in that language. The problem can be broken down to the syllable struc-
ture (i.e. what sequences of phonemes constitute a possible syllable) and the processes that take
place at the syllable boundaries (e.g. assimilation). Phonotactic models assist in many Information
Extraction tasks, like optical character recognition and speech recognition, as they can be applied
to catch recognition errors or limit the space of possibilities that the main recognition algorithm
has to consider.
Phonotactic modelling tasks have been tackled by various Machine Learning methodologies
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and in various languages. Just to mention learning the syllable structure of the Dutch language
from the CELEX (Burnage, 1990) lexical corpus, we find symbolic methods, like abduction (Tjong
Kim Sang & Nerbonne, 2000) and ILP (Nerbonne & Konstantopoulos, 2004), as well as stochastic
and distributed models, like Hidden Markov Models (Tjong Kim Sang, 1998) and Simple Recur-
rent Networks (Stoianov et al., 1998).
Nerbonne & Konstantopoulos (2004) compare the results of all these approaches, and identify
the relative advantages and disadvantages of ILP. In short, ILP and abduction achieve similar ac-
curacy, but ILP constructs a first-order syllabic theory which is formulated in about one fifth of the
number of rules used by abduction to formulate a propositional syllabic theory.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the background knowledge in these experiments is both
language-neutral and unrelated to the problem at hand. In a second series of experiments, both ILP
and abduction are fortified with a background theory that transfers results from phonology theory.
ILP was given access to background encoding a hierarchical feature-class description of Dutch
phonetic material (Booij, 1995), a theory which is language-specific but not related to the problem
at hand. Abduction was biased toward a general theory of syllable structure (Cairns & Feinstein,
1982), which is language-neutral but does constitute a step towards solving the problem at hand.
In these second series of experiments, the first-order ILP solution is expressed in one tenth of the
clauses of the propositional one.15 These results leave ample space for further experimentation,
since the backgrounds provided to the two algorithms are not directly comparable, but do show a
very clear tendency of ILP to take very good advantage of sophisticated background knowledge
when such is provided.
5.3 Engineering
ILP has been applied to a wide variety of engineering applications. One classical application of
ILP is in finite element mesh design for structure analysis (Dolšak et al., 1994,9). This is a difficult
task that depends on body geometry, type of edges, boundary conditions and loading.
Camacho (1998, 2000) has used ILP to automatically construct an autopilot for a flight simula-
tor. The approach used was based on a reverse engineering technique called behavioural cloning.
The basic idea is to have a human expert pilot flying the flight simulator and collect state and
control variables of the plane during the flight manoeuvres conducted by the human pilot. In a sec-
ond step the collected traces of the flights are pre-processed and taken as examples for a Machine
Learning (ILP in our case) algorithm. The learning algorithm produces a model of the human pilot
for each of the flight manoeuvres. These models are put together and an auto-pilot is assembled.
Further examples include traffic control (Džeroski et al., 1998), spatial data mining (Popelin-
sky, 1998), and intrusion detection in computer networks (Gunetti & Ruffo, 1999; Ko, 2000)
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we have described Inductive Logic Programming and demonstrated how it builds
upon Artificial Intelligence strategies for searching in lattices. ILP relies on the vast body of
research on search strategies that has been developed within AI. On the other hand, ILP fortifies
lattice searching with powerful tools for expressing prior knowledge to control the search space,
which constitutes a significant theoretical and computational contribution. We argue, therefore,
that ILP is of significant interest to AI’s research on search.
ILP systems are very versatile tools, that have been adapted to an extensive domain of appli-
cations. As these applications expand to range over more sophisticated and complex domains,
ILP has needed to tackle larger searcher spaces. Indeed, David & Srinivasan (2003) argue that
improvements in search are one of the critical areas where ILP research should focus on. This
chapter shows a number of recent works on improving search in ILP, through techniques such as
stochastic search and parallelism. We expect that this research will continue and we believe that
major contributions will be of interest to the whole AI community. In the end, ILP is not the silver
bullet that will tackle all AI problems, but a sound understanding of its strengths and weaknesses
can yield fruitful results in many domains.
6.1 The Limitations of ILP
ILP inherits from its logical foundations the difficulties of symbolic (as opposed to numerical)
computation: it is computationally demanding and difficult to scale up, and does not handle nu-
merical data well.
With respect to the computational demands of ILP, it should be noted that most often cost is
dominated by hypothesis matching, which relies on performing unification and symbolic manipu-
lation on a large scale. Although many important optimizations have been proposed, as discussed
earlier, the elementary search step in ILP is very inefficient when compared to other machine
learning and pattern recognition methodologies. On a more optimistic note, the inefficiency of the
elementary search step is counter-balanced by the fact that fewer such steps need to be taken to
reach a solution, as ILP is particularly good at capitalizing on prior domain knowledge to restrict
the search space and perform a more focused search.
Scalability issues pertaining to the volume of the data that needs to be processed are also
difficult to tackle, but considerable ground has been covered in that direction as well. First of all,
learning from interpretations takes advantage of localities in the data and scales up well. But under
the stronger model of learning from entailment, where no such data locality assumptions are made,
stochastic evaluation and parallelization techniques allow ILP systems to handle large volumes of
data, as discussed.
A second limitation is that handling numerical data is difficult and cumbersome in ILP, as
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is usually the case with symbolic manipulation systems. In fact, it is only very recently that
hybrid modelling languages like Stochastic Logic Programming (Cussens, 2000) and Bayesian
Logic Programming (Kersting & Raedt, 2001) combine first-order inference with probability cal-
culus. Searching in this combined hypothesis language is a very promising and exciting new sub-
discipline of ILP (Muggleton, 2003; Kersting & Raedt, 2002; Santos Costa, Page, et al., 2003).
6.2 The Argument for Prior Knowledge
The explicit control over the exact boundaries of the hypothesis language that ILP systems offer,
constitutes one of the strongest advantages of ILP. This is of relevance to theoretical as well as
computational aspects of Artificial Intelligence.
From a theoretical point of view, it provides a means of restricting the search space within
the limits of a meta-theory or theoretical framework. Such a framework might be justified by
theoretical grounds and not necessarily relate to (or be derivable from) the empirical evaluation
of hypotheses, hence purely empirical machine learning algorithms will not necessarily propose
conforming hypotheses.
From a computational point of view, it is generally accepted in the Computer Science liter-
ature and practice that one of the most important aspects of setting up a search task properly is
tightly delineating the search space so that it contains the solution, but as little more than that as
possible. Explicit control over the hypothesis language offers an opportunity to capitalize on prior
domain knowledge in order to reduce the computational cost of searching the hypothesis space, by
encoding known qualities that good hypotheses possess, so that the search for a solution focuses
on clauses where these qualities are present.
This is, of course, not to argue that control over the feature set, constraint satisfaction and
bias cannot be implemented in statistical or distributed-computation approaches to machine learn-
ing. But the qualitative difference that ILP makes, is the ability to express those in Definite Horn
clauses, an explicit and symbolic formalism that is considered—for reasons independent from its
being at the foundations of ILP—to be particularly suitable for knowledge representation.
6.3 The Versatility of ILP
We have seen how several different evaluation measures have been proposed that estimate the
quality of a hypothesis, reviewed here and also by Lavracˇ et al. (1999) and Fürnkranz & Flach
(2003). This diversity a consequence of the variety of learning tasks and applications that ILP
has been applied to, and different evaluation methods have been designed for different kinds of
problems.
One point that should made here is the flexibility that this wide range of evaluation functions
gives to ILP. In particular the ability to take advantage of explicit negative examples should be
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noted, by allowing the distinction between explicit negative examples (propositions that should
not be covered) and non-positives examples (propositions that are not in the set of proposition that
should be covered, propositions that are not interesting.)
At the same time, the ability to exploit negatives does not imply a reliance on their existence
or their reliability. Restrictions on maximum negative coverage can be relaxed to accommodate
noisy domains and some evaluation functions, like the the m-probability estimate, also provide
parameters for applying a preference bias towards stricter or more liberal clauses. Finally, in
the total absence of explicit negatives, positive-only evaluation is employed. This last approach
most closely resembles some regression-based machine learning disciplines in that they are both
trying to guess a concept’s boundaries by interpolating between positive data-points, rather than
by looking for a separating line between the positive and the negative points.
6.4 Future Directions of ILP
As more and more data is stored in more powerful computers, ILP systems face a number of
challenges. David & Srinivasan propose five areas as critical to the future of ILP: the ability to
process and reason with uncertain information, leading to the use of probabilities; improvements
in search; the ability to take best advantages of progress in computing power, and namely of parallel
computing; and, last not least, improvements in user interaction that will facilitate using ILP across
a wider community. This is but a simplification. Current research shows a number of other exciting
directions such as progress in database interfacing, better usage of propositional learners, learning
second order extensions such as aggregated functions, and even a recent revival of areas such
as predicate invention. Most important, ILP is now being applied on larger, and more complex
datasets than some would believe was possible a few years ago, with exciting results. Ultimately,
we believe it is the fact that ILP is indeed useful for practical applications that will drive its growth,
and that will guarantee its contribution to the wider Computer Science community.
APPENDIX A: Logic Programming
This chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with Logic Programming terminology. We provide
here a very short and incomplete introduction to Logic Programming for ease of reference, but for
a more complete treatment the reader is referred to Logic Programming textbooks like the one by
Lloyd (1997).
A term of arity N is a functor symbol followed by an N -tuple of terms. A variable is also a
term. Thus, f is a term of arity 0 and g(h(a, b, c), X) is a term of arity 2 with sub-terms g(a, b, c)
(arity 3) and variableX . An atom is a predicate symbol of arityN followed by aN -tuple of terms.
If A is an atom, then A is a positive literal and ¬A is a negative literal.
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A clause is a disjunction of literals. All the variables in a clause are implicitly universally
quantified. The empty clause and the logical constant false are represented by . A Horn clause
is a disjunction of any number of negated literals and up to one non-negated literal, for example:
h ∨ ¬l1 ∨ ¬l2... ∨ ¬ln
¬l1 ∨ ¬l2... ∨ ¬ln
h
The positive literal is called the head of the clause and the negative literals (if any) are collectively
known as the body. Horn clauses can be equivalently represented as sets of literals that are meant
to be logically or’ed together or as Prolog clauses:
{h,¬l1,¬l2, . . .¬ln} h← l1, l2, . . . ln.
{¬l1,¬l2, . . .¬ln} ⇐⇒ ⊥ ← l1, l2, . . . ln.
{h} h.
A definite Horn clause is a Horn clause with exactly one positive literal, for example:
h ∨ ¬l1 ∨ ¬l2... ∨ ¬ln
h
A substitution is a function that maps a set of variables to a set of terms or variables. We apply
a substitution to a term by replacing all variables in the term with the terms or variables indicated
by the mapping. We usually denote a substitution as a set of from/to pairs and we write Aθ to
denote the result of applying substitution θ to term A. For example, if θ = {X/Z, Y/aureliano}
and A = parent(X, Y ) then Aθ = parent(Z, aureliano).
Related to substitution is the concept of unification. Unification is the operation of making
two terms identical by substitution. Such substitutions are called unifiers of the terms. The most
general unifier is the unifier which minimally instantiates the two terms.
A predicate is a disjunction of definite Horn clauses where (a) no pair of clauses shares a
common variable and (b) the heads of the clauses are the same up to substitution, i.e. they are
terms with the same functor and arity. A program is a conjunction of predicates where no pair
of predicates shares a common variable. The empty program and the logical constant true are
represented by .
The Herbrand base of a clause, predicate, or program is the set of all ground (variable-free)
atoms composed from symbols found in the clause, predicate, or program. An interpretation is a
total function from ground atoms to {true, false}. A Herbrand interpretation for program P is an
interpretation for all the atomic symbols in the Herbrand base of P . The valuation of a non-atomic
clauses, predicates, and programs can be derived from the definitions of the logical connectives
(conjunction, disjunction, negation, implication, existential and universal quantification) used to
construct them from atoms. The logical connectives are set-theoretically defined in the usual man-
ner (intersection, union, complement, etc) which we shall not re-iterate here.
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We shall use the term interpretation to mean Herbrand interpretation. An interpretationM for
P is a model of P if and only if P is true under M . Every program P has a unique minimal
Herbrand modelM+(P ) such that every atom a in P is true underM+(P ) if and only if a is true
under all models of P .
Let P and Q be programs. We say that P entails Q (P  Q) if and only if every model of P is
also a model of Q. A clause, predicate, or program is satisfiable if and only if there exists a model
for it. Equivalently, P is satisfiable if and only if P 2  and unsatisfiable if and only if P  .
A query is a conjunction of positive literals. Posing a query Q to a program P amounts to
asking about the satisfiability of P  Q; if the program P 2 Q is satisfiable then the query
gets an affirmative answer. Computational algorithms for answering first-order logical queries
rely on deductive methods which can infer semantic entailment by syntactic manipulation of the
programs involved. Deductive inference that deduces D from C only when C  D (according to
the set-theoretic, semantic definitions of the logical symbols and connectives) is called sound and
deductive inference that deducesD from C for all C,D where C  D is called complete. Tableaux
methods and resolution and sound and complete deductive methodologies.
Selection linear definite resolution (SLD resolution) is an algorithm for resolving define clause
programs. SLD negation-as-failure resolution (SLDNF resolution) extends SLD resolution to nor-
mal clause programs, which admit negative literals as premises, but only under the closed world
assumption (CWA). CWA is the assumption that statements that cannot be proved true, are not
true. Prolog is a resolution engine that operates under the CWA to perform SLDNF resolution.
Almost all ILP systems (and especially predictive ILP systems) rely on a Prolog implementation
for inferring entailment relationships.
Notes
1To the best of our knowledge, Muggleton was the first to use the term as the title of his invited talk at the first
conference on Algorithmic Learning Theory (Tokyo, 1990). It is noteworthy that Muggleton & Feng presented a
research paper on the ILP system GOLEM at the same conference where the term does not appear at all. The term ILP
was formally introduced by Muggleton one year later at his landmark publication with the New Generation Computing
journal (Muggleton, 1991).
2Arguably, this definition may nowadays be somewhat narrow. The representation and learning strategies used
in ILP are germane to work such as relational instance based learning (Emde & Wettschereck, 1996; Horváth et
al., 2001) and Analogical Prediction (Muggleton & Bain, 1999). ILP is also a key influence in the development of
statistical relational learning, that often combines logical and statistical modelling.
3Inferring entailment is necessary for validating a hypothesis under learning from entailment semantics. Similarly,
learning under interpretations requires a procedure for inferring whether an example is a model of a hypothesis.
4Only a second-order background theory would be able to represent such restrictions, and handling such a back-
ground theory would be far beyond the scope of current ILP. The external mechanisms currently used, effectively
amount to ‘mildly’ second-order expressivity, that allows for certain kinds of restrictions to be represented and extra-
logically tested. It might, in theory, be possible to identify a logic which captures only and all of these restrictions and
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thus incorporate them into the background theory. Such a line of research has not, however, been pursued by the ILP
community which builds upon Logic Programming and first-order SLDNF resolution engines.
5Variable depth is defined as the shortest link path to a head variable in various of Muggleton’s publications,
including the original definition (Muggleton & Feng, 1990, p. 8) and the Journal of Logic Programming article about
the theory of ILP (Muggleton & De Raedt, 1994, p. 657). There is one notable exception, however, as Muggleton
(1995, p 11) defines depth to be the longest path to the variable in his PROGOL article. The authors tested current ILP
implementations, and found them conforming to the original definition.
6Variables X and Y have depth 0; variables U andW have depth 1; variable V has depth 2.
7Strictly speaking, traversal operators map conjunctions of clauses to sets of conjunctions of clauses. However, we
typically focus on a single clause and perceive this mapping as being applied to one of the clauses in the conjunction
in the presence of a background.
8Z/W is forced in order to unify the ancestor/2 literals, but then parent(W,Y) cannot unify with either
parent(Z,Y) or parent(W,Z) unless we further substitute X/Z, which would render the heads ununifiable.
9Muggleton (1995, Section 6) offers a formal and complete exposition of this reduction of implication to a θ-
subsumption search and its logical foundations.
10Not to be confused with what is usually called bottom in logic programming, namely the empty predicate. There
is an analogy, however, in that in the sense used here, the bottom is also the ‘most specific’ clause.
11For θ1 = {X/A, Y/B,Z/E,W/G} we get Aθ ⊆⊥1 and Bθ ⊆⊥1.
12‘Pseudo’ in the sense that a true posterior probability can only be derived from a true prior probability, whereas
here we only have an empirical approximation of the true prior.
13The term is used in the sense of making the minimal computation to obtain useful information.
14Many grammatical formalisms of greater computational complexity, for example, Head Phrase-driven Structure
Grammar (HPSG), have also been proposed in the literature and gained wide acceptance. It is, however, the general
consensus that grammatical formalisms beyond DCGs are justified on grounds of linguistic-theoretical conformance
and compression on the grammar and that definite-clause grammars are powerful enough to capture most of the actual
linguistic phenomena.
15The propositional theory describes syllable structure with 674 prevocalic and 456 postvocalic clauses. The first-
order theory comprises 13 and 93 clauses, resp. When no language-specific prior phonological knowledge is used,
the exact numbers are: for the propositional theory 577 clauses for the prevocalic and 577 clauses for the postvocalic
material, and for the first-order theory 145 and 36 clauses, resp.
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